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PART I.

PREFACE TO THE ENGLISH
MADRIGAL SCHOOL SERIES.

A LTHOUGH this essay was originally written in the

\^ form of a Preface to the first four volumes of the
"
English Madrigal School

"
series, it may never-

theless serve as a guide to the entire series now that it

is completed. The main principles laid down at the

outset have, with certain exceptions of minor import-
ance, been consistently followed throughout the series.

A thorough grasp of these principles is indispensable
for a clear understanding of this Edition as well as for

its practical use, more especially in reference to the

methods employed for indicating the true rhythmic
outline, which frequently runs counter to any regular

system of barring.
Since this Preface was written, in the year 1913, the

whole subject of the English Madrigal has been fully
treated in the Editor's English Madrigal Composers
(Clarendon Press), and more summarily in his The

English Madrigal (Clarendon Press, World's Manuals

series), while the lyrics were collected and issued complete
in his English Madrigal Verse (Clarendon Press).

There can be little doubt that the English Madrigal
writers of the Elizabethan and early Jacobean period
constitute our finest School of national composition.
This was the period during which, according to Thomas
Morley himself, anyone unable to take part at sight in a

Madrigal or in a
"
consort of viols

"
was considered to

fall below the standard of a gentlemanly education.
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The popularity of the Madrigal was widespread, and
numerous composers were encouraged to publish their

I works, which in some cases passed through two and
--even three editions. The publications were made in

sets, which generally included upwards of twenty com-

positions, the music being printed in separate part-books
and not in score as in modern times.

In the course of the seventeenth century the

popularity of musical accomplishment decayed, partly as

a consequence of the Civil War, and partly owing to the

hostile influence of religious fanatics . The musical revival

of the latter years of that centurycentred round the genius
of Henry Purcell, but the taste of that period demanded
the more florid style of composition, and this fact

incidentally militated against the revival of an interest

in the great works of the polyphonic School. So it

came about that Elizabethan Madrigals remained in

practical oblivion for a prolonged period. The tradition

of madrigal-singing was nevertheless kept alive by a
few enthusiasts in each succeeding generation, and
much credit is due to the Madrigal Society, founded in

London in 1741, for keeping alive the taste for singing
the music of this School though even this society
almost perished at one time for lack of sufficient support.
The Hibernian Catch Club, founded in Dublin in 1680,
is now probably the oldest musical association in Europe,
and at this Club Madrigals still continue to be sung.

The nineteenth century saw a considerable revival

in the cultivation of the Elizabethan Madrigal.
W. W. Holland and W. Cooke reprinted some complete
sets in the early years of the century, and these were

shortly followed by W. Hawes's complete edition of
" The Triumphs of Oriana

"
and J. S. Smith's collection,

entitled
"
Musica Antiqua

"
; while in the middle of

the century the Musical Antiquarian Society did good
work in reprinting some of the music of this School.

But, unfortunately, the ideas which prevailed at the
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time of all these publications as to the liberty of editors

to tamper with the original text render them of small
value in the present day. Besides these and other

publications, a considerable number of isolated specimens
of the work of all the great Madrigalists were reprinted

during the century, and latterly work of great artistic

value has been done by Mr. Godfrey Arkwright, who
reprinted some complete sets, and also by Mr. Barclay
Squire and others ; while Mr. Lionel Benson, in addition
to other publications, edited the whole of Morley's
Oriana collection.

The effect has been that at the beginning of the
twentieth century the Madrigal enjoyed a popularity
in this country such as it had not known for practically

300 years.
The present edition, in thirty-six volumes, represents

the first attempt to produce a complete corpus of the
works of the great English Madrigalists. It should be
understood that every Madrigal in these volumes can
be obtained separately. The Editor's task has been

strictly confined to those Madrigals which were issued

in printed sets in the lifetime of these composers.
Apart from these, a comparatively small number have
survived in manuscript part-books : few of these are
of first-rate importance, and the collection and editing
of them should be undertaken as a separate enterprise.
The works of Martin Peerson are of late date and are

not strictly madrigalian, being mostly duets and songs
accompanied by viols and concluding with short choruses.

Similarly, the so-styled Madrigals of Walter Porter are
not in a true sense madrigalian and also lie outside
the scope of the present series. Yet the sets of Peerson
and Porter ought certainly to be edited and published.
The rather feeble

"
fa-las

"
of John Hilton, the younger,

were published complete and in score by the Musical

Antiquarian Society, and a further Edition of these
does not seem to be called for.
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There are certain features in the present Edition
which call for explanation at some length ; these may
be grouped under the following heads :

1. Clefs and Voices employed. 5. Repeat marks.
2. Words. 6. Time-signatures.
3. Expression. 7. Key-signatures.
4. Rhythm and Barring. 8. Accidentals.

9. Pianoforte Score.

I. CLEFS AND VOICES EMPLOYED.

It is evident from the variety of clefs selected by the

Madrigal writers, as well as from the deliberate limita-

tions of compass which they sometimes impose on the

voice-parts, that they had a strong feeling not only for'

differentiating the ordinary four classes of voice, but
also for appreciating the variety of compass controlled

by singers within the limits of each class. Consequently
they provided suitable music for all ranges of voice

including occasionally those of very limited range and
also wrote for many different combinations of voices.

In this way they met the needs of almost any casual

gathering of singers a feature not without its advan-

tages in our own day, particularly in country districts.

In modern four-part vocal music the combination of
"
S.A.T.B.

"
is so very general except, of course, when

male or female voices are being employed alone that /

too great a tendency has been shown by Editors of
]

Madrigals to squeeze the original combinations into the
"
S.A.T.B.

"
mould, as a matter of necessity, by means

of transposition. This method often involves further

difficulties of compass in the inner parts, and these

difficulties are sometimes surmounted in their turn by
tampering with the original part-writing without a word
of explanation. Transposition may reasonably be em-

ployed in certain cases at the discretion of a conductor

8
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to meet the requirements of any special circumstances,
but there can be no question that these old composers
obtained a contrast in tone-colour by their varied

treatment in the matter of selecting the voices to be
used together, and it would involve a definite loss if

this feature were entirely obliterated. No attempt has
therefore been made in this Edition to conform to

any conventional standard of vocal compass by means
of transposition, and no single case of transposition
occurs in these volumes. But the Editor has also

produced a separate version of a considerable number
of those Madrigals in which the compass of the voices

presents practical difficulties in modern conditions. In
this alternative version transposition has been very
generally employed, and small re-adjustments of the

inner voice-parts have been sparingly introduced.

In these sets of compositions the following terms
were very generally used : In fpur^pjLrt writings, Cantus,

Altus,_Tenor and Bassus ; in those of more than four

parts tHe addrBonal parts are_styled Quintus, Sextus
and SeptimtJS^th^term?^ usedloT
the top part, arid Bassus fox^meTHowest ; while the

position of the Quintus, Sextus and Septimus^in-relation
to the Altus and Tenor, is variable.

I(Tj;hree parts

they ordinarily used Cantus, Altus and Bassus, -and in

tyro parts,,Mprley used Cantus and Tenor. It must be

clearly stated that these terms imply nothing whatever
as to the actual pitch or class of the voices ; thus, for

example, in No. 18 of Morley's four-part Madrigals
the compass of the voices employed indicates that the
Cantus and Altus be sung by Sopranos, the Tenor by
Altos or Mezzo-Sopranos, and the Bassus by Altos or

high Tenors. The choice of voices to which the several

parts are to be allotted must therefore depend, not on
the original name prefixed to the part, but solely on its

compass ; the original clef, however, is to some extent
a guide in this matter. The choice is consequently left
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entirely to the discretion of the conductor, who must
consider each case on its merits and with reference to

the material at his disposal an important consideration

depending upon whether men's, women's, or boys' voices

are available for the Alto part. The choice suggested
by the Editor himself, and prefixed to each number, is

in no sense binding. The original name of each part is

printed in brackets below the Editor's suggestions as to

voice ; and the original clefs, together with the compass
of each part, are also printed at the beginning of every
composition, the compass being given in terms of the

modern clefs, adopted in the text in conformity with the

requirements of modern singers.

II. WORDS.

The Elizabethan spelling of the words has not
been followed in this Edition, although a considerable

charm may thus have been sacrificed ; yet it was felt

that the usefulness of the Edition for modern singers

might have been impaired if the quaint and un-
accustomed spelling had been reproduced ; added to

this, the complete inconsistency of the original spelling

presents an unsatisfactory feature for reproduction,
The words themselves, together with the grammatical
curiosities that are sometimes to be found, have been
left entirely unaltered ; and it should be added that

they are singularly free from anything that might
offend susceptible modern taste.

Every care has been taken to assign to the right
notes the words indicated in the original editions.

Admittedly there are numbers of cases of ambiguity
on this point, and also some inconsistencies, but un-

doubtedly the custom of that period in underlaying
the words differs widely from that of more modern

composers, and, indeed, from that of all composers

10
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later than the Elizabethan period. It is important to

preserve this peculiar characteristic of the work of the

Madrigalists, though there has been a strong tendency
among modern editors to obliterate it, as well as freely
to re-arrange the_ position.of the original words. Two
points may here be mentioned by way of example,
(i) In modern music a group of four quavers is frequently
divided equally into two pairs of notes, but in the

Madrigals scarcely any instances of this are to be found.
Thus such phrases occur as the following :

HI
lv lest vou a ^~* - eain

which in modern music would be treated thus :

scorn - ful - ly lest you a^ - gain

(2) Any re-arrangement of the original position of the

words is indefensible, and may often involve the

destruction of an effect purposely designed by the

Madrigal composers. In this matter their dramatic
treatment of the words was often very subtle ; but as

an illustration of thoughtless editing we may quote
the penultimate bar of "I follow, lo, the footing

"

(No. 17 of Morley's five- and six-voice Canzonets), in

which the composer has designed that, after many
bars of breathless racing, the word "

caught
"

shall

occur in a different vocal part on each of the four

beats of the bar, and be sustained until all the voices

sing the final word "
her

"
together in the final bar.

Yet in one published version of this Canzonet the

point has been entirely destroyed by a gratuitous and

unnecessary repetition of the words in the Cantus

part.
The Madrigal-writers frequently set musical phrases

ii
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or groups of notes of considerable length to single
words or syllables that sometimes are of small

importance. For example :

my heart en-tan gled. my de - - light-ful

The practice among Editors of re-adjusting or

repeating the words in such passages is none the less

to be regretted although it is at least as old as the

eighteenth century ; numbers of examples of such

editing might be quoted from Boyce's
"
Cathedral

Music."
The punctuation of the different vocal parts reveals

many inconsistencies in the original editions. In these

cases the Editor has, as a rule, adopted the punctuation
for which the different part-books gave a majority ;

he has also followed the general principles of punctuation,
as shown in the original editions, even though he has
not always reproduced the exact details. Judging from
these particular part-books, it may be asserted that

punctuation in vocal music was far less profuse at this

period than it has since become.

John Payne Collier, in his Introduction to
"
Lyrical

Poems selected from Musical Publications between the

years 1589 and 1600," printed for the Percy Society
in 1844, stated that the authorship of the poems set

by the Madrigal composers can be traced only in rare

instances. The suggestions that the composers fre-

quently wrote the lyrics which they set to music cannot
be supported by any evidence, but it is probable that

in some instances they did so. For further information

on this point the reader is referred to the Editor's

English Madrigal Verse, and chapter XII of his

English Madrigal Composers. And a list of identified

poems set as Madrigals in this series is given at the

conclusion of this book (see page 88).

12
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III. EXPRESSION.

The original editions contain, according to the

general custom of that time, no expression marks

whatever, the important point here involved being left

to the discretion of the singers. It must not, however,
be supposed for a moment that this music was sung,
or is to be sung now, without a considerable amount of

light and shade and freedom of tempo, broad principles
of treatment being naturally suggested by the words
themselves. At the same time it is probable that the

effects of expression depended, in Elizabethan days, as

in the music of a much later period, mainly on contrast

rather than on gradation of tone intensity ; thus it is

reasonable to suppose that the tradition of singing

repeated passages loud or soft in contrast to their first

statement, represents the practice of the time. At any
rate, it is certain that systematised crescendi and
diminuendi belonged to the practice of a much later age ;

and it is stated by Otto Jahn, in connection with

Mozart's first visit to Mannheim in 1777, that crescendo

and diminuendo were first invented by the famous
Mannheim orchestra of that time. In singing Madrigals
it is permissible to introduce some of the smaller

nuances that make for added interest, provided that

no risk is incurred of losing the broad effects in over-

elaborate detail. In the matter of expression there

is scope for unlimited variety and individuality of

interpretation.
The Editor, after careful consideration of the

question, decided at first to add no indications of

expression in this Edition. It seemed to him that

printed expression-marks added to this kind of music
involve a two-fold danger : firstly, they frequently give
the false impression that they are the work of the

composer himself, and secondly, they force upon

13
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performers in general the interpretation of one in-

dividual alone that of the Editor whose taste and

opinion they represent upon a point as to which,

admittedly, scarcely two persons would agree ; and, thus

stereotyping the expression, they rob the performance of

that interest which cannot fail to result from an un-

fettered individuality of treatment. His decision in this

matter was endorsed in several important newspaper
critiques. But after several volumes had been published

experience pointed clearly to the need of some

expression-marks for general guidance, and in all

subsequent volumes they were inserted, albeit somewhat

sparingly, to be observed, ignored, or modified according
to individual discretion and taste. Expression-marks
have also been added in all reprints of the earlier

volumes and in the separately printed numbers.

IV. RHYTHM AND BARRING.

Bars have been added by the Editor as a neces-

sary concession to modern practice, but it must be
remembered that ijone. existed in

J:he original editions,

and their presence in a modernT edition must "notTbe

allowed to compromise the freedom of accent and

phrasing intended by the composers of this period.

In this music we have to deal not only with frequent

changes of time and rhythm in determining which the

natural accent of the words when well spoken must be

the principal guide but constantly also with complex
cross-rhythms between the different parts. The Editor

is -aware that in certain cases alternative opinions

may reasonably be held upon the rhythmical inter-

pretation of a passage, but his own view is expressed
in this Edition by two methods firstly, by irregular

barring ; secondly, by a system of accent-marks.

Irregular barring has been used in places where all

14
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the parts change the rhythm simultaneously. In such

cases the altered time-signature is given in the piano-
forte score and not in the vocal parts, where none but
the composer's own time-signatures are given. The

following is an example of irregular barring :

did e - spy it. Hence a-way corn-fort, in vain thou dost ease me,
~ t I , 1 I I* .

*

spy . . it. Hence false corn-fort, in vain thou dost ease me,KJ
i

'

,
i i

'

. . . did e spy it. Hence false com -
fort, in vain thou dost ease me,

I
I L *

t=T
spy it. Hence false com -

fort, in vain thou dost ease me,
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irregular barring to the extent of indicating such cross-

rhythms as would involve putting bars at places not
coincident in all the parts, a system of accents has
been employed for such cases. It must be clearly
stated that, generally speaking, these accents imply
nothing in the nature of sforzando, and must be taken

only to indicate the beginning of a rhythmic unit,

just as a bar-line does ; for they may sometimes occur
on a rest or during a sustained note as, for instance,
on the third beat of a dotted minim, or even on a weak

syllable. In the case of duple^YthmJ.thasJbeen found
more helpful to put an ac^elSFmark on both the strong

rhythmical points. The following extract from No. 7
of Morley's four-part Madrigals will serve as an
illustration :
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If irregular barring had been employed instead of
this system of accents, the above passage would have
read thus :

^
vaunt thee, Yet my ghost still shall

P

^ \ _._ _*rtf i
' -

I
I** V-r- i T*y -J--J..LJ_-

vaunt thee, Yet my ghost still shall haunt thee, yet

EJ=J H -

vaunt thee, Yet my ghost

thee, Yet my ghost still shall haunt

i j

, rp ,-L;M

haunt, yet my ghost still shall haunt, yet my ghost still shall haunt

=
ghost still shall haunt, yet my ghost still shall haunt, yet my

I l;
1:1^^:1^^ : . \ =HZ=^J

still shall haunt, yet my ghost still shall haunt, yet my ghost still

:trn=
*^

thee, shall haunt ....
When a dotted crotchet is intersected by a bar-line,

the Editor has followed the old custom of printing the

dot after the bar-line E2 instead of writing

a quaver tied to the crotchet
~~

| f=^^=: This*
i

i ^ i

practice was followed very generally for over a century
after bars first came into use for example, in Boyce's"
Cathedral Music

"
and it was revived comparatively

recently by Brahms. It enables the eye more quickly
to detect points of imitation which the alternative
method often renders obscure, and it also gives a
more exact representation of the original text in its

unbarred form. Dotted minims and dotted semibreves

have, however, been treated in this Edition by the

17
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alternative method
i {ZuIIp^^ZZ ,'

it was thought
to be less important to draw the attention of singers
to imitations occurring in the longer measure, and also

to be more likely to lead to confusion in the minds of

singers who might be unfamiliar with the principle of

carrying the dotted note beyond the bar. Objection
has been raised to the use of the dotted crotchet in

this position on the ground that it is not generally
understood by modern singers ; but it is not a great
matter either to explain or to grasp the meaning of

so simple a device. The tendency, so common among
singers, to give emphasis to the first beat of the bar

when the note is held over it, whatever form, of notation

it may be indicated by, must be repressed at all costs

in Madrigal singing.

V. REPEAT MARKS.

In this Edition modern repeat marks have been

generally used, although in the original editions the

repeated passages were, in the great majority of cases,

printed in extenso. It will thus be seen that the

repetition of such passages in performance must not be

regarded as optional. In some few instances the Editor

has thought it reasonable to use tepeat marks instead

of printing the passage twice over, even though in

repetition two voices interchange" the music assigned to

them in the first statement of the passage. In these

cases a foot-note is added.

It should also be mentioned that in passages in

which two sets of words are printed to the music there

are two kinds of repeat between which it is important
to distinguish namely, those in which the repeated

portion of the music is sung to different words, and
those in which the same words are repeated. The
second sets of words in the Ballets are those of the

second stanza, and must not be sung until both sections

18
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of the music have been sung twice to the words of the

first stanza. In the original editions the words of the

second or subsequent stanzas were not printed with the

music, but separately by themselves at the foot of the

page.
VI. TIME - SIGNATURES.

In the mediaeval period, in which time-signatures
had their origin, the principal signs used were the com-

plete circle Q and the semi-circle, which has in modern

days assumed the shape of the letter =8= The former,

as the most perfect type of figure, represented what
was known as

"
perfect

"
or triple time, while the latter

stood for duple or common time. These figures were
also used with a line drawn through them to denote

that the beats were to be represented by minims
P^i |||

They were used, too, with a dot (known as the point of

perfection) in the centre, to denote the Greater Pro-
lation a term that indicated the relative value of a
semibreve to a minim as one to three, and as opposed
to the Lesser Prolation, in which, as in modern times,

the semibreve was equal to two minims & jg; The

dot of perfection is still a familiar sign when used with
notes in order to change their value similarly from that
of two units to three, thus : J . = J J J and J . = J3C
In the latter years of the sixteenth century numerical

figures came to be used, either with, or as a substitute

for, the old circle and semi-circle, to denote triple time.

Thus, for example, these composers used, among other

time-signatures, 3 or | D th with and without the
circle and semi-circle in their various forms. At this

period, also, composers employed the old signatures
without always attaching much importance to their

exact significance. For instance, Morley appears to use

g and ^ in an indiscriminate way. This is shown

19
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by the fact that in the first edition of his three-part
Canzonets the Cantus part is printed with the barred

semi-circle, while the Altus and Bassus parts have the
unbarred semi-circle throughout the Set. Also, in the
first edition of his four-part Madrigals the barred semi-
circle is used, and in the second edition the unbarred
semi-circle has been substituted. Conductors must
therefore judge for themselves, not so much by the

time-signature as by the character of the words and
music, as to the tempo, as well as upon the desirability
of beating four or two in a bar.

The various time-signatures for triple time in the

original editions have been carefully reproduced in this

Edition in the vocal score. But it may be stated, in

a general way, that when the time-signature in the

original text changes from duple to triple I.e., from

J to I the time-value of the 2 may be taken roughly
to be that of the preceding 4 ; in other words, the

value of the minim is equivalent to the preceding

crotchet, and in these cases \ has been substituted

in the pianoforte score for the original time-signature.
This point will be made clear by the following example:

run a-pace,then,and get a bride lace, and a gilt Rose-ma-ry

- pace, and get, O get a bride
1

lace, and a gilt Rose-ma-ry

i

pace, a - pace, and get a bride - lace, and a gilt Rose-ma-ry

_ ^^ ! r J J I I
L'istesso tempo._

f-Bp 4
I

i

*

cfite S3
f

20
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ps3^EJiEgJ^=fg
fear of old snatch -

ing.

fear of old snatch -ing. A -

fear of old snatch -ing. A las

,

L'istesso tempo. ,

As already stated in Section IV, under the heading
of

"
Rhythm and Barring," none but the composers'

own time-signatures, as found in the original editions,
are inserted in the weal score of the present Edition.

When a bar of irregular length appears, the value of

the crotchet unit remains constant unless an original

time-signature is quoted and a special indication given.
The Editor has, however, inserted fresh time-signatures
in the pianoforte score at every change of bar-length.

It may here be mentioned that the Madrigalists

usually employed the
"
Long

"
for the final note, the

older practice having been to end with a
"
Large/' the

final note being treated as being of indefinite length.
In the present Edition a Breve has been substituted.

VII. KEY - SIGNATURES.

The original key-signatures have been preserved
throughout this Edition, and in the case of the
first thirteen volumes, the modern equivalents were
substituted in the pianoforte score. It was found by
experience that this led to confusion rather than the

reverse, and in all subsequent volumes, as well as in

21
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reprints of the earlier volumes, the key-signature of the

voice parts has been followed in the pianoforte score.

The key-signatures employed in Elizabethan times, and
until well on in the eighteenth century, frequently

present to modern eyes the appearance of having a flat

or a sharp too few ; this may be seen in the original

editions, for example, of Purcell and Corelli. The

explanation is not far to seek, when the very gradual
transition from the modal system to the modern major
and minor keys is borne in mind. The Dorian mode,

with the minor third and major sixth, gp^pfiriBgJ ,f
contained no flat, and the transposed Dorian, from G
to G, only one ;

and so by habit after the modes as

such were forgotten, the key of C minor, for example,
for some time bore the key-signature of two flats only.
The transposed ^Eolian mode, with the minor third and

minor sixth,
jjjfo

'

^^^^^jt=^=. contains, it is true,

two flats ; but on the other hand the Lydian mode,

from F to F with Bt}, ro^-r^|^^*=^j=: has no flat,

and therefore, when transposed, has a flat too few in

the signature. This provides ample explanation of the

apparent irregularity of the key-signatures. This ex-

planation applies similarly to the presence at a later

date of a sharp too few, for the sharp is never found
in the signature in the Madrigal period ;

this is to be
accounted for by the great prevalence of the Mixo-

Lydian mode with the major third ^^t^^gj^*^
It is obvious that the transposed forms of this required
a sharp too few in the key-signature. It is not, there-

fore, surprising that this practice, as already mentioned,
survived long after the modes as such had passed out
of practical use. Thus, for example, Handel's

"
Har-

monious Blacksmith," which is in E major, has only

22
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three sharps in the key-signature in the old editions ;

and Bach's
"
Doric

"
Toccata and Fugue in D minor,

which is in no sense in the Dorian mode, owes its name
to the omission of the flat in the key-signature.

VIII. ACCIDENTALS.

Incidentally the plan of preserving the original

key-signatures in the vocal parts of this Edition makes
it possible to follow the composers' own accidental
marks very closely. By this means scope is left for

criticism on doubtful points without the necessity of

referring to the original editions.

In this matter the alterations from the original
text are of three kinds : Firstly, there is the contradiction
of former accidentals within the limits of a bar ; this

has, of course, been rendered necessary by the barring
of music which was originally unbarred, for in the

original copies accidentals were, as a rule, applied to

all notes that required them, even when the same note
was reiterated consecutively. Secondly, there is the
addition of an accidental which for some cause has been
omitted in the original edition, and which in some cases

is merely a question of a misprint. As this is a matter

upon which different opinions might be held in certain

instances, the Editor has enclosed in brackets all the
accidentals added by himself. Thirdly, there is the

omission, in accordance with ordinary modern custom,
of the accidentals printed in the original editions which
occur within the limits of a bar.

It may be thought that corrective accidentals should
have been printed when such corrections occur in the
same bar but in another part ;

for instance, if Btj is

sung in one voice on the first beat of a bar, and B|j occurs
on the next beat in another part, no flat has been printed
against the second note ; but the plan adopted is in
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accordance with the original copies, and as it is

consistently followed, it ought not to cause any real

difficulty to singers. There are some rare instances of

corrective accidentals in the original editions, and these

have been reprinted in this Edition.

It was usual at this time to print the key-signature
k

at each octave, thus :

jyfc
; but if, for example, the

high B|? was used in a clef which did not admit of such
k-

duplication, it was sometimes printed thus : M^i-rg.

In such cases the
[>
has not been reprinted in the present

Edition.

IX. PIANOFORTE SCORE.

The voice parts in this Edition, as already stated,
have been made to correspond in every detail as nearly
as possible to the original text, but a transcription
has been added in short score for the convenience of

those who may need a pianoforte accompaniment for

purposes of rehearsal. It is printed in small type for

the purpose of distinguishing it from the original text.

No accompaniment found any place in the original
editions of these Sets, nor should any be used in perform-

ing this music. It should, however, be stated that

the first sixteen of Morley's
"
Canzonets to five and

six Voices
"

were also set by him "
tablaturewise to

the Lute in the Cantus Book, for one to sing and play
alone."

In the pianoforte part the Editor has not thought
it necessary to indicate invariably the progression of

the vocal parts.
As has been already said, the same note-unit has

been employed without change throughout the pianoforte

part of each separate composition (see illustration on
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pages 20-21), and the time-signature has been added in

the pianoforte part where instances of irregular barring
occur, as distinct from the changes of time-signature
which are made occasionally in the original editions,
and which alone are reproduced in the vocal score.

The Editor hopes by this means to have made
perfectly clear the relative time-values in cases where

triple measure follows duple, and vice versa.

Key-signatures have been fully dealt with above.

Copious corrective accidentals have been added in the

pianoforte score, and the later practice of putting such
corrective accidentals in subsequent bars has been
followed. These features incidentally provide corro-

borative evidence of accuracy in places where doubt

might otherwise have been felt.



PART II.

SOME FURTHER POINTS ABOUT
MADRIGAL SINGING.

CERTAIN
points concerning madrigal-singing have

been dealt with in the foregoing pages, but it

is necessary to deal with other features if an
answer is to be given to the question

" How should

Madrigals be sung ?
"

This is a question which is

often asked, though it is not very easily answered. It

might well be extended to any kind of part-singing,
and even to the entire realm of song ; for it is a lament-

able fact that a very large number of singers with fine

and well-trained voices fail nevertheless in the all-

important matter of interpretation. That accuracy
and a finished technique are indispensable to a singer

goes without saying, but these features are almost

wholly devoid of value if the singer lacks the knowledge
or intelligence which might enable him to interpret
the song or the madrigal satisfactorily. In reference

to madrigal-singing, this statement is especially true.

The voices need not necessarily be of exceptional

quality, but a good measure of intelligence is an essential

requirement.

I. TECHNIQUE.

As regards technique, madrigal-singers must be able \

to sing in tune, and to maintain the pitch throughout 1

each piece without the smallest risk of variation ; they \

should also be able to read music with considerable

facility. And here it is important to state that certain

details of musical notation are apt to be neglected as
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things that do not matter, although they may easily
be mastered in a few minutes with application. For

example, a large proportion of choral singers who may
be perfectly familiar with the ordinary staff notation,
both as regards the pitch of the notes and their various

values, are vaguely uncertain as to the value of the

rests ; it is necessary that they should be able to

recognise without the least hesitation the difference

between a semibreve (- -) and a minim (- -) rest.

In bars of f time, not to mention *, unnecessary
confusion often arises through ignorance of this detail.

The corresponding danger of confusion between the

crotchet rest ( T )
and the quaver rest ( 1 )

no longer
exists, since the sign ( )

has been almost universally

adopted for the crotchet rest in modern publications.
The C clef is now so rarely used for vocal music

in this country, except in cathedral choirs, that fami-

liarity with the ordinary treble and bass clefs is sufficient

for all needs. Many Madrigals are now published in

the tonic sol-fa notation for those who prefer it, but,
as in the case of staff notation, a singer must have a
fluent knowledge of all its details.

An explanation of the various time-signatures and

key-signatures, as well as a brief reference to the modes,
has already been given. It need only be added here

that singers, and conductors in particular, must pay
the closest attention to the frequent changes and

rhythm and variation of the periodic flow of the music,
whether this is indicated by the device of varied and

irregular barring or left to the intelligence of the singer
under the system of regular barring. And in reference

to the key-signatures it must be understood that these

in a general way follow the old modal system and may
seem strange to singers who are only versed in modern
music and modern notation. It is not a matter of

actual necessity that madrigal-singers should understand
the old modes, but they must at least be prepared for
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some unaccustomed sharps and flats which are in

strange contrast to more modern usage; these pecu-
liarities, in the main, range round Bb| and B|?, Ebj and

E[j, and Fbj and FJ in the untransposed versions of

the Madrigals

II. NUMBER OF SINGERS REQUIRED.

Madrigals may be sung effectively either by single
voices to each part or by a small chorus numbering, say,

up to forty or sixty. With too large a chorus there will

necessarily be a loss of flexibility ; and some of the

finer characteristics of complex polyphony are unsuited
to massive choral treatment. Yet no hard-and-fast

rule can be laid down ; details of this nature must

depend upon acoustical conditions and a number of

circumstances which differ in every building.
In Elizabethan days, and for some time after, there

were no concerts or studied performances. It is probable
that the Madrigals, which were sung at informal

gatherings in private houses, were seldom performed
with more than two .or three voices to a part, and

usually less. A missing voice-part may occasionally
have been played on a viol.

'* The English Singers **""}

and other bodies of solo-voices have recently demon-
strated some of the artistic possibilities of madrigal-

singing with a single voice to each part. And splendid
results can also be obtained from small choirs a
statement which is borne out by excellent perform-
ances given by bodies of singers, drawn, alike from

country districts and large towns, to sing Madrigals
in competition at the annual contests throughout the

Kingdom.
The difficulties of extended compass in many of the

alto and tenor parts may be met by associating a few
tenors with the altos, and vice versa.
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III. QUALITY AND BALANCE.

Apart from the question of numbers, such details

as qualityjmd_balance need to be considered. On this

point one of ^Byrd's famous
"
Reasons .... to

perswade every one to learne to sing
"
may be quoted,

for he says :

"
There is not any Musicke of Instruments

whatsoever comparable to that which is made of the

voyces of Men, where the voyces are good, and the same
well sorted and ordered." And again :

" The better

the voyce is, the meeter it is . . ." When Madrigals
are sung with single voices to a part they must of

necessity be chosen for their quality, and the better

they are
"
the meeter it is," but, even so, balance and

blending qualities must be carefully considered when
groups are being formed on these lines to sing Madrigals :

and certainly a keen intelligence is needed by each one
of the singers. And above all things, any tendency
to use the vibrato must be ruthlessly suppressed. We
have no means of knowing whether the objectionable
habit of vibrato singing was prevalent in Elizabethan

days, as it is now, but it is scarcely to be supposed
that Byrd would have regarded a voice with a vibrato

as one " well sorted and ordered." It is the effect in the
case of most singers of faulty methods of breathing.

But people with only moderate quality of voice

need not be excluded from a small chorus of madrigal-
singers if they are endowed with the necessary intel-

ligence, and if also there are some good voices associated

with them. On the other hand, the question of balance
must again be carefully considered, seeing that each

voice-part in polyphonic music has an equal share in the
melodic interest of the composition. This may not be
a matter of great importance at informal gatherings,
or at the private meetings of Madrigal Societies, but
for anything Jike concert-work its importance cannot
be over-estimated.
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IV. DETAILS REQUIRING PRELIMINARY
STUDY.

It is an error to suppose that it is easy to sing a

Madrigal. There are no doubt many Madrigals, and
also Ballets, which are of a fairly straightforward kind

without any rhythmic complications, and these present
no serious difficulty to experienced choral singers. But
it has to be recognised at the outset that the true methods
of singing a Madrigal differ fundamentally from those

which should be employed for a part-song. In a part-

song the main interest lies as a rule in the top voice-part.
All the parts move together in chords, and, speaking

generally, the words coincide in all the voice-parts.
In polyphonic music, however, the voices are seldom used
in harmonic blocks, but they follow each other at short

intervals, each in turn using a similar melodic phrase.
It is scarcely possible to sing a Madrigal well at

first sight, because there are so many details that

must be carefully observed and considered beforehand

in relation to each individual composition. In the

first place the general character and meaning of the

words must be considered apart from the music.

The present writer's English Madrigal Verse should be

found helpful in this matter. Then the composer's
work should be studied with reference to special features

of the music in relation to the words. The object of

this should be that singers may be in a position to

understand and interpret the ideas which the composer
had in his mind when he added his music to the

poetry with the purpose of making its language more
beautiful and its meaning clearer. Singers should be

able to perceive the reason why the composer has done
certain things ; some of these will be comparatively

easy to discover, and some of the more subtle points
will call for keener insight. A simple example of this"
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is afforded by the wedding bells which ring so clearly
in Weelkes's

" Take here my heart," although the

actual wedding is not directly alluded to in the poem ;

or, again, in Farnaby's
" Some time she would and some

time not," where the stroke of Vulcan's hammer on
the anvil is so subtly represented in the music, although
it is not mentioned in the words. Rapid phrases

suggesting flight, and similar devices, will be easily
observed ; and such a chord as Gibbons used in

" The
Silver Swan," at the word death, has its obvious meaning.
The Madrigals are full of such points as these. Then
the singers, if they are expressing sentiments of joy,
must feel happy and sing with bright colour, and

conversely with sorrow.

Again, it is scarcely possible when singing Madrigals
at sight to detect the variety of rhythms which are

so frequently to be met with, especially as they are

not ordinarily indicated by the composers, who trusted,

perhaps too rashly, to the intelligence of singers to

detect and interpret them. This is another point
that must be studied carefully in a preliminary way.
And one further feature must be considered either by
a conductor, if a chorus is available, or by the singers

jointly, if solo voices are employed : as already stated,
the melodic interest in polyphonic music is distributed

equally among all the parts ;
more than this, the part

writing is so excellent that each singer, finding his own
part brimful of interest throughout the composition,
tends to give prominence to every note of it. This fact

perhaps explains the keen delight which members of

the older Madrigal Societies used to experience a

generation ago in singing this music, although they
were so frequently blind to its rhythmic subtleties and
other points of refinement, while the general effect

produced by the whole body of singers had little beauty
in it. If all the interesting material in each of five or

six voice-parts is simultaneously given prominence, the
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listener must inevitably become confused, not knowing
what to select. It is, therefore, necessary for a con-
ductor to study the music from this point of view, and
decide what phrases should be made prominent while
others are lightened, so that the texture of the Madrigal
as a whole may thus be rendered loose and flexible.

And the difficulties presented by the complexity of

polyphonic music can be largely overcome by care-

ful attention to the relative value and emphasis that

should be given to every syllable in a verbal phrase.
This point will be further dealt with under the heading
of Phrasing.

V. EXPRESSION AND TEMPO.

It has already been stated that there were no

expression-marks printed in the original editions, and
that variety of expression must be introduced in singing

Madrigals ; but since it is a feature of polyphonic
music that voices enter at different moments with the
same musical phrase, the changes of dynamic values do
not always occur simultaneously in all the parts, as

they commonly do in a part-song. Singers must be

prepared for these overlapping effects, and must,
with a feeling of complete independence, resist what

may be a conflicting influence coming from another

voice-part at the same moment. All the expression-
marks printed in modern editions of the Madrigals are

the work of the editors, and may be modified with
absolute freedom at the discretion of the conductor.

There were also no indications of tempo in the

original editions, and this detail must be left to the

discretion and judgment of the performers or their

conductor, each composition being considered on its

own merits. No precise ruling with a metronome can
be given, for the time must vary in accordance with
local conditions the size and resonance of the building,
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the number of the singers, and other variable factors.

In the past, Madrigals have usually been sung much
too slowly, yet as great an error can be made by taking
them too fast. A good musician can always feel

intuitively the most effective speed at which to take

any piece of music, whatever its date, and in the case

of a Madrigal it must remain a matter for a musician's

judgment. Certain Madrigals were intended to sound
solemn and sad, but no Madrigal should ever sound
dull and uninteresting. If it does, it is probable that

an error has been made in gauging the tempo, or that

more varied treatment is required in the matter of

expression.

VL RHYTHM.

This subject has already been dealt with in reference

to the methods employed for indicating the less regular

rhythms in
" The English Madrigal School

"
series,

and in that paragraph much was said that should be
studied by madrigal-singers. It has been well stated

that good madrigal-singing depends largely upon ability
to master the varied rhythms with which the music
abounds. It is admittedly a very difficult thing
to interpret the independent rhythm of a single voice-

part when it is running counter to the rhythms of the /

other voice-parts, yet this difficulty has got to be
mastered. And it will not be satisfactory to succeed'

in preserving the rhythmic independence of a voice-part
if in the process an impression of a struggle is created ;

these complex rhythms must be handled with spontaneity
and ease, and without the least suggestion of hostility,
and this can only be done by a combination of intel-

ligence and artistry. Much can be accomplished in this

matter by rehearsal of the single parts independently.
Looking at the subject from another point of view,

it must be frankly recognised that a conductor will not
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find it easy to exercise his art in the face of these varied
and complex rhythms. Yet that is not a sufficient

reason for ignoring their existence. The difficulties can

certainly not be met by the conventional methods of

beating regular time with a baton. It so happens that
conventional and traditional" methods of conducting
are being largely discarded at the present time in refer-

ence to music of all periods, and it is not too much to

expect that the conductors will evolve some satis-

factory methods of dealing with the problem of these

complex rhythms that so commonly occur in Tudor
music. When, however, the rhythm changes simul-

taneously in all the voice-parts (whether the change is

indicated by the composer or not) no serious difficulty
should confront either the conductor or the singers ;

that is simply a matter for close attention.

VIL PHRASING.

Closely akin to the subject of rhythm is that of

phrasing. The Madrigalists showed their genius con-

spicuously in devising musical phrases that precisely
fitted the verbal phrases. Byrd ascribed his success

in this detail to the beauty of the words rather than to

his own inspiration, saying that the words inevitably

suggested to him the right musical phrase. Good
:

phrasing is essential to good madrigal-singing, and the
1

key to it is to be found in the true phrasing of the words.
,

The necessity for the clearest possible enunciation

of the words in all circumstances will, of course, be
realised ; but more than this is required. It is a very
prevalent fault among singers to suppose that the

fundamental principles of diction are altered when
words are set to music. Numbers of people who can

speak distinctly and can phrase their sentences with
varied emphasis so that their words may accurately
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interpret their thoughts, yet fail signally in this detail

when they sing. They fail in two different ways :

they give undue weight to the unimportant syllables
and words which they see attached to musical notes

of definitely measured length ; and, on the other hand,
those points which should be stressed are lowered, in

value. Thus a dull monotony results and the beauty
of the words is marred. On these lines many Madrigal
singers in the past seemed to take a pleasure in

hammering home the music crotchet by crotchet

and minim by minim with uniformly weighted stroke.

In good speech, single syllables or words are picked
out and made prominent by emphasis, while others,

although pronounced with perfect distinctness, are

lightened. In speaking, the means at our disposal for

dealing with this matter depend upon two things : time
and force ; a word may be prolonged or shortened, and
it may also be strengthened or weakened in tone and
volume. Besides these things, the speaker can use

inflections varying in pitch. In singing, the inflections

are provided for by the music itself, but the singer is

still at liberty to employ variety of strength, and to

a limited extent variety of time also. But, as regards
this latter detail, whereas variety of strength may be

employed as readily in song as in speech, much less

latitude (except in recitative) is permissible in the matter
of lengthening or shortening a word or a syllable, seeing
that these are wedded to notes which have a precise
mensurate value. Even here there is some scope for

variety in the hands of a true artist, but it is very
necessary to recognise that what may be added or

subtracted from a mensurate note in these circumstances,
be it ever so small, must be compensated for within the
actual limits of the phrase and without disturbing the

precise position of the main accents ; otherwise the
correct rhythmic outline will be distorted and the result

disastrous. In combined vocal music singers must
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rely almost entirely upon varied emphasis for the

purposes of phrasing.
In polyphonic music, and Madrigals in particular,

it is impossible to over-estimate the importance of this

vital principle, for where the verbal phrases overlap
in the several voice-parts, sometimes with much com-

plexity, confusion can be successfully avoided owing
to the fact that the stressed syllables are in a minority,
and, if properly accented, these will stand out now in

one voice and now in another with perfect clarity so

that the whole phrase will be readily apprehended by the

listener. It is in the recognition of this principle, more,

perhaps, than any other, that the secret of good madrigal-

singing is contained.

VIII. DISCORDS AND DISSONANCES.

A few words may be said about the treatment of

dissonances and harmonic clashes such as are to be
found in the Madrigals. It was Byrd who warned
those who might sing his music that they would find

some unexpected dissonances which they must not

explain away as misprints. And Byrd was not the only
Madrigal composer to write these dissonances. Two
kinds of dissonance may be briefly discussed here in

reference to the singer's art. In the first place there

are the ordinary suspensions which are prepared and
resolved in the usual way. These are to be found,
of course, throughout the work of the Madrigalists,
but John Ward's treatment of this device was very
individual, especially in the use of double and even

triple suspensions. Not infrequently his suspensions
involve the simultaneous use of six different notes of

the scale. Singers, when sustaining a long suspended
note, should, as a general rule, use a slight crescendo, so

that the discord may be emphasized to some small
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extent, and the expectation of the resolution aroused
in the mind of the listener. Secondly, there are those

dissonances which involve the clashing of the major
and minor third sung simultaneously ; they occur,
as a rule, between Ft) and FJ or between Btj and B|?.

These clashes were sometimes written in order to give
colour to some special idea or single word. Thus
Weelkes used this device in

" O care, thou wilt

despatch me," at the word
"
sting

"
in the phrase

"
So

deadly thou dost sting me," and similar examples are

not altogether uncommon. In such a case singers can
afford to give slight emphasis to the discord, for the

composer at such a moment is
"

thinking perpen-

dicularly," and has the harmony especially in mind.
But clashes of the major and minor third are also to be
found when the composer is

"
thinking horizontally,"

and when the harmony is not so much in his mind as

,the musical phrase of the two individual voice-parts.
A good example of such a clash occurs in the closing

passage of Byrd's
"
Lullaby, my sweet little baby."

In such a case the dissonance must not be emphasized,
but each of the two voices must sing their phrase as

if quite unconscious of any conflict or clash.

In conclusion, madrigal-singers must approach their

task with a strong conviction that they are not handling
some ancient thing whose interest centres mainly in

its antiquity, but rather that English Madrigals are

as full of life to-day as they were in the hour of their

birth, and that they must be handled as living things,
full of beauty, expressing emotions, joys, and sorrows
that we experience to-day no less and no more than
our Elizabethan ancestors did.
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A GUIDE TO THE CONTENTS OF THE
ENGLISH MADRIGAL SCHOOL SERIES

EACH
of the Madrigals in this series is published

separately and can be obtained separately.
Those marked with an asterisk are specially

recommended. Selection is, however, a matter of

personal choice, and many may prefer those not so

marked.
Those marked (a) are also published in a transposed

version in which slight readjustments are made in the
inner parts where the compass of the voices presents

practical difficulties.

Those marked (b) can also be obtained in a version

adapted for male voices.

Those marked (c) can be sung as they stand in this

edition by female voices, although a single note here

and there, and occasionally a small phrase, in the lower

parts would more conveniently be taken an octave

higher.
The composers left no precise directions as to the

class of voice with which to sing the several parts. As

already stated, they did not exclusively write for

S.A.T.B., but for various combinations of voices.

The possibilities with which the voices may be

interchanged between treble and alto, alto and tenor,
and tenor and bass are indicated with complete detail in

the case of every Madrigal in the Table of Contents in

each volume. This is a matter which depends entirely

upon special circumstances and the discretion of the

conductor.
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VOL. I. PART i.

Thomas Morley's Canzonets for two voices (1595)
1. *Go ye, my canzonets
2. *When, lo, by break of morning
3. *Sweet nymph, come to thy lover

4. *I go before, my darling
5. *Miraculous love's wounding
6. *Lo, here another love

7. *Leave now, mine eyes
8. *Fire and lightning from heaven
9.

*
Flora, wilt thou torment me ?

10. *In nets of golden wires
11. *O thou that art so cruel
12. *I should for grief and anguish

This is a splendid set of duets, unique in the English
Madrigal literature. Nos. 1-6 and 8-9 are for equal
voices, either two trebles or two tenors, but the words
of No. 4 are unsuited to male voices.

Nos. i and 8 may with advantage be transposed
down a tone.

Nos. 7, 10 and n are for treble and tenor, and No. 12
is for treble and alto.

No. 8 alone of this set is difficult.

VOL. I. PART 2.

Morley's Canzonets to three voices (1593)

(c) i. *See, mine own sweet jewel
2. Joy doth so arise

(b) (c) 3. "Cruel you pull away too. soon

(b) (c) 4. Lady, those eyes
5. *Hold out, my heart

(6) (c) 6. *Good morrow, fair ladies of the May
(c) 7. *Whither away so fast ?

8. *Blow, shepherds, blow
9. *Deep lamenting

10. Farewell, disdainful
11. O fly not
12. Thyrsis, let pity move thee

13. Now must I die recureless

14. Lady, if I through grief

15. *Cease, mine eyes
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1 6. *Do you not know ?

17. Where art thou, wanton ?

(c) 1 8. What ails my darling ?

19. Say, dear, will you not have me ?

20. *Arise, get up, my dear

(6) (c) 21. *Love learns by laughing
(c) 22. *This love is but a wanton fit

(6) (c) 23. "Though Philomela lost her love

24. *Springtime mantleth every bough

From Morley's
"
Plaine and Easie Introduction to Musicke "

(b) (c) *O sleep, fond Fancy

This is a very serviceable volume, especially for home-

singing, and as a large number can be sung by female

voices, it provides splendid material for girls' clubs and
similar organizations.

The music is almost uniformly attractive. No. 20
alone presents any serious difficulty in performance.
The four little ballets, Nos. 21-24, are easY to smg-

Nos. i, 3, 4, 6, 7, 18, 21-23 are for two trebles and
alto. Among these No. 18 might well be transposed
up a tone.

Nos. 2, 5, n, 13 and 17 are for two trebles and tenor.

Nos. 8, 10, 12, 15, 19, 20 and 24 are for treble, alto

and tenor.

Nos. 9, 14 and 16 are for treble, alto and bass, but
the lower part of No. 16 may alternatively be sung by
tenors. No. 9 might be transposed up a tone.

" O sleep, fond Fancy," from Morley's famous treatise,

is very beautiful. It is for two trebles and tenor, but
the tenor part may easily be adapted for alto voice.

VOL. n.

Morley's Madrigals for four voices (1594)

1.
*
April is in my mistress' face

2. Clorinda false

3. Why sit I here complaining ?

4. Since my tears and lamenting
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5. Help ! I fall

(b) 6. Lady, why grieve you still me ?

(b) 7. *In dew of roses

8. In every place

/ x / 9- *Now in the gentle season
v
a
'\io. "The fields abroad

11. *Come, lovers, follow me
12. O no, thou dost but flout me

(a) 13. *I will no more come to thee

14.
*Besides a fountain

{15.
Sport we, my lovely treasure

1 6. O sweet, alas, what say you ?

(ft) 17. *Hark ! jolly shepherds
(b) (c) 1 8. *Ho ! who comes here ?

19. Die now, my heart
20. Say, gentle nymphs

(b) 21. Round around a wood
22. *On a fair morning

From Morley's Italian Canzonets

(c) My heart, why hast thou taken
Still it frieth

These Madrigals are in Morley's light-hearted mood
and best manner. But comparatively few are for the

conventional lay-out of voices. With the exception of

the splendid
" Ho ! who comes here ? ", which is very

difficult, most of the set are fairly easy to sing.
Nos. i, 2, 4, 5, 8-10, 19, 20 may be sung by S.A.T.B.,

but the tenor part of Nos. i, 4 and 5 can be sung by
altos if no tenors are available. Nos. 3, 6, 7, 11-17 an^
21 are for two trebles, alto and tenor. No. 18 is for two
trebles and two altos, but it is far more effective sung
by male voices an octave lower. No. 22 is for treble,
two altos and bass, no tenor being wanted.

Of the two extra canzonets printed in this volume of

the series, one is for two high trebles, a mezzo-soprano
and an alto, but the alto part may be sung by tenors ;

the second of these is for two trebles, alto and tenor.

Nos. i, 9 and 10 have tenor parts of moderate

compass not going above F.
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VOL. III.

Morley's Canzonets for five and six voices (1597)

For five voices

1 . Fly love, that art so sprightly
2. False love did me inveigle
3. Adieu, adieu, you kind and cruel

4. Love's folk in green arraying
5. Love took his bow and arrow
6. Lo where with flowery head
7. *O grief ! even on the bud
8. *

Sovereign of my delight
9. Our bonny boots could toot it

10. Ay me ! the fatal arrow
11. *My nymph, the dear
12. Cruel, wilt thou persever ?

13. Said I that Amaryllis?
14. *Damon and Phyllis squared
15. Lady, you think you spite me
1 6. You black bright stars

(a) 17. *I follow, lo, the footing

For six voices

1 8. *Stay, heart, run not so fast

19. Good love, then fly thou to her
20. *Ladies, you see time flieth

(a) 21. *Hark ! Alleluia

This set contains seventeen five-part compositions
and four for six voices. All the five-part canzonets
are short and fairly easy to sing, except No. 17 ; this

last is a very fine Madrigal, but rather difficult. No. 7 is

especially beautiful. No. 21 is another particularly
fine Madrigal, suitable for use

"
in memoriam "

on the

death of a musician, but all the four six-part canzonets
are good.

Nos. i, 4, 8, 10, n, 15 and 17 may be sung by
S.S.A.T.B.

; Nos. 2, 3, 5-7, 9, 12-14 are best suited

to S.A.T.T.B., but in many of these the alto and tenor

parts are within the range of either voice, and in some
cases a baritone may be substituted for a tenor. When
no tenors are available, Nos. 10 and 17 can be sung by
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S.S.A.A.B., and Nos. 12 and 15 by S.S.A.B.B. In
Nos. 7 and 14 a baritone may be substituted for the

second tenor.

In the six-part section Nos. 18 and 19 are for

S.S.A.T.T.B., No. 20 is for S.S.A.T.B.B., but the third

voice is suited to mezzo-soprano. This Madrigal can
be sung when no tenors are available, the tenor part
being within alto compass. No. 21 is for S.A.A.T.T.B.,
but it is more effective transposed up, and several

alternatives of voice may be employed to sing it. These

six-part numbers are rather difficult.

Both tenor parts of No. 19 require voices of high
compass.

VOL. IV.

Morley's Ballets to five voices (1595)

i. *
Dainty fine sweet nymph

(a) 2. *Shoot, false love, I care not

3. *Now is the month of Maying .

4. *Sing we and chant it

5. Singing alone
6. *No, no, Nigella

7. *My bonny lass she smileth
8. I saw my lovely Phyllis
9. *What saith my dainty darling ?

10. Thus saith my Galatea

(a) ii. *About the May-pole new
12. My lovely wanton jewel
13. You that wont to my pipes' sound

(a) 14. *Fire ! fire !

15. Those dainty daffadillies

(b) 1 6. *Lady, those cherries plenty
(a) (b) 17. *I love, alas, I love thee

1 8. Lo, she flies

19. Leave, alas, this tormenting
20. Why weeps, alas ?

21. *
Phyllis, I fain would die now

This is one of the most attractive volumes in the
series. To those who are unaccustomed to old English
music, the Ballet, with its more regular rhythm, makes
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an easier appeal than the Madrigal. Most of this set
are comparatively easy to sing, but No. n, which is

a fine Ballet, is rather difficult.

Nos. 16-21 are not Ballets, but Madrigals.
Nos. i, 2, 4, 6, 7, 9-13, 18 and 19 are for S.S.A.T.B. ;

Nos. 3, n, 16 and 20 are for S.A.T.T.B ; Nos. 5, 8, 15
and 17 are for S.A.A.T.B

; No. 14 is for S.S.T.T.B., and
No. 16 is for A.T.T.B.B. But various alternatives of

voice may be employed in the inner parts of all these
numbers.

Nos. 2, 4-6, 9, 13, 15 and 17 may be sung when no
tenors are available by the substitution of alto for tenor
in No. 9, and baritone for tenor in the remainder of

these.

In No. 3 the 2nd tenor may be sung by a baritone.
In Nos. n, 14 and 16 both tenor parts are of high
compass. Nos. 2, 3-6, 13 and 15 require tenors of very
moderate compass and are suitable for school choral
societies. The one low note in the alto part of No. 2 may
be taken an octave higher.

No. 16 is better suited to men's voices.

No. 21 is a very fine composition for seven voices
divided into two choirs, S.S.A. and A.T.T.B. It is in
the form of a dialogue and is most effectively rendered

by three female and four male voices. The tenor parts
are of very moderate compass, and this dialogue could
well be rendered by a public school chorus. It might
otherwise be effectively transposed up a tone.

VOL. V.

Gibbons's Madrigals for five voices (1612)

i. *The silver swan
(a) 2. *O that the learned poets

{3.

I weigh not Fortune's frown

4. I tremble not at noise of war
5. I see ambition never pleased
6. I feign not friendship
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How art thou thralled 1

Farewell, all joys
(a)

*"

9.
*Dainty fine bird

10. *Fair ladies, that to love
11. *'Mongst thousands good
12. Now each flowery bank of May

(a) 13. "Lais now old

(a) 14. *What is our life ?

(a) 15. *Ah ! dear heart

(a) 16. *Fair is the rose

Nay let me weep
Ne'er let the sun
Yet if that age

(a) "20. *Trust not too much, fair youth

I
10.

fi?.

V 8 '

1*9.

This is a very fine set indeed, but many of them are

difficult to sing, partly because of the complexity of the

rhythms. Many of them also, as the original text stands,

present considerable difficulties of compass. Most of

the set are of serious character, and the poetry is almost

uniformly fine. Nos. 4-7 form a single composition
of considerable length ; this is an interesting work to

perform. Nearly as long is the composition of which
Nos. 17-19 are the three sections. This latter is

a beautiful elegy.

Nos. 2, 3-6, 9, lo-n and 20 may be sung by
S.S.A.T.B., Nos. 16 and 17-19 are for S.A.A.T.B., but
a high tenor is required for 17-19. Nos. 12-15 are for

S.A.T.T.B., Nos. 7-8 are for S.S.T.T.B., but the second
section of this single composition requires high tenors

and trebles in both parts.

No. I may be sung by S.A.T.B.B., but the third part

may be taken by female voices and the fourth part by
tenors instead of bass. This lovely Madrigal can be

sung when no tenors are available and is suitable also

for public school work.

No. 10, the first section of a setting of words from

Spenser's
"
Faerie Queene," can also be sung with altos

in the tenor part.
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VOL. VI.

Wilbye's First Set of Madrigals (1598)

For three voices

(c) I. *Fly, love, aloft to heaven

(b) (c) 2. *Away, thou shalt not love me
(b) (

c
) 3- *Ay me ! can every rumour ?

4. *Weep, O mine eyes
(b) (c) 5. *Dear pity, how, ah how ?

6. *Ye restless thoughts

For four voices

"What needeth all this travail ?

"O fools can you not see ?

"9. *Alas ! What hope of speeding
10. Lady, when I behold
11. Thus saith my Cloris bright

(a) 12. *Adieu, sweet Amaryllis

For five voices

Die, hapless man
I fall, O stay me
And though my love abounding

*I always beg
*Thus Love commands
Lady, your words do spite me
Alas ! what a wretched life

*Unkind, O stay thy flying
I sung sometimes my thoughts

22. *Flora gave me fairest flowers

For six voices

23. Sweet love, if thou wilt gain
(a) 24. *Lady, when I behold

25. *When shall my wretched life ?

26. *Of joys and pleasing pains
27. *My throat is sore

(b) 28. Cruel, behold my heavy ending
29. *Thou are but young, thou sayest
30. Why dost thou shoot ?

TWO MOTETS.
I am quite tired with my groans (four voices}.
O God, the rock of my whole strength (five voices).
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This and Vol. VII are among the most important
sets in the series. Wilbye's work very seldom falls

short of the highest level and is distinguished throughout
by a beautiful sense of style. The part-writing is very
vocal, and for this reason few of these Madrigals are

really difficult to sing.
Nos. 1-3 and 5 are for S.S.A., and may be sung by

female voices. Nos. 4 and 6 are for S.S.T., but Nos. 1-3

may also be sung by S.S.T.

Nos. 7-12 may all be sung by S.A.T.B., but in

Nos. 7-11 altos may be substituted for tenors and these

numbers can be sung when no tenors are available.

Nos. 13-15, 18, 20-22 are for S.S.A.T.B., but
No. 18 may be sung without any tenors by substituting
baritone for tenor. Nos. 16-17 and 19 are for S.A.T.T.B.
Nos. 13, 17 and 21 require high tenors. Nos. 18 and 20
have a tenor part of easy compass and are suitable for

public school use.

Nos. 23-30 may be sung by S.S.A.T.T.B. Nos. 24-26
and 30 require high tenors and are better a tone lower.

In several of the five and six-part Madrigals altos and
tenors are interchangeable.

Of the two motets, the first is for S.A.T.B., but the

tenor part can be sung by altos.
" O God the rock

"

is for S.A.A.T.B., and is better transposed up a tone.

VOL. VII.

Wilbye's Second Set of Madrigals (1609)

For three voices

(c) i. *Come, shepherd swains
2. Flourish, ye hillocks

(c) 3. Ah ! cruel Amaryllis
(c) 4. *So light is love

(&) (
c
) 5- *As fair as morn

(c) 6. *O what shall I do ?

7. I live, and yet methinks
8. There is a jewel
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For four voices

9. When Cloris heard of her Amyntas
10. *Happy streams, whose trembling fall

1 1 . Change me, O heavens

(a) 12. Love me not for comely grace
(a) 13. *Fly not so swift, my dear

14. I love, alas, yet am not loved

(6) 15. As matchless beauty
(a) 1 6. *Happy, O happy he

For five voices

i \/ I 7- *Sweet honey-sucking beesW
\i8. *Yet, sweet, take heed

19. *A11 pleasure is of this condition
20. *Oft have I vowed

:2i.

*Down in a valley
22. *Hard destinies are love and beauty
23. *Weep, weep mine eyes
24. There where I saw
25. *Ye that do live in pleasures
26. A silly Sylvan

For six voices

(6) 27. *O wretched man

{28.

Where most my thoughts
29. Despiteful thus unto myself
30. Ah ! cannot sighs nor tears ?

(a) 31. *Draw on, sweet night
(a) 32. *Stay, Corydon, thou swain

33.
*
Softly, O softly drop, mine eyes

34. Long have I made these hills

This is even finer than Wilbye's first set.

Nos. 1-8 are for S.S.T., but Nos. i and 3-6 may be

sung by female voices with alto substituted for tenor.

Nos. n, 13, 15 and 16 may be sung by S.A.T.B.,
but Nos. n, 13 and 16 are better transposed down a tone.

No. 15 is of short compass for all voices and suitable

for public school use.

Nos. 9 and 10 are for S.S.A.T ; No. 12 is for S.A.A.T.

and No. 14 for S.S.T.B., but the third voice parts of

Nos. 9, 12 and 16 may be sung either by altos or high
tenors. The third part of No. 14 has a single high note

and a single low note, and as it stands is very high for
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tenor and rather low for alto. Nos. n, 13, 14 and 16

may be sung when no tenors are available.

Nos. 19-25 are for S.S.A.T.B., but the alto and tenoi

parts of No. 19 are of awkward compass. Nos. 21-22
need a high tenor, but No. 23 is for simple range in all

the voices, and the tenor does not go above F. No. 25
is better transposed down a tone. No. 26 is for

S.S.A.A.T. and might be transposed down a tone for

S.S.A.T.B. Nos. 17-18 are for S.S.A.A.B. the two alto

parts being of equal range from F up to B\?. When
male altos are not available it is necessary to readjust
these two parts so that may be sung by altos and tenors

respectively.
Nos. 27-29 and 31-34 are for S.S.A.T T.B., but in

No. 31 altos may be substituted for first tenors, and
Nos. 27, 28 and 29 may be sung when no tenors are

available by substituting altos for first tenor and basses

for second tenor. No. 30 is for S.S.A.A.T.B. Nos. 31
and 32 are exceptionally fine, but No. 32 is difficult.

VOL. VIII.

Farmer's Madrigals for Four Voices (1599)

(a) i. *You pretty flowers that smile

2. *Now each creature joys the other

3. You'll never leave still tossing

{4.
Lady, my flame still burning

5. Sweet lord, your flame
6. Soon as the hungry lion

{7.

O stay, sweet love
8. I thought, my love

9. Compare me to the child

10. Who would have thought that face ?

11. Sweet friend, thy absence
12. The flattering words
13. Cease now thy mourning
14. *A little pretty bonny lass

(6) 15. *Fair Phyllis I saw
16. Take time while time doth last

For eight voices

17. You blessed bowers
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This is a very useful set without any pretensions to

first rank. But No. 15 is a splendid little Madrigal.
Nos. 1-9, ii, 13-16 may be sung by S.A.T.B.

Nos. i, 2, 6 ,9, ii and 13 may be sung when no tenors

are available by substituting alto for tenor, and in

No. 16 the tenor part can be sung by basses. No. 10

is for S.A.A.T., and No. 12 is for S.S.A.B., needing no
tenors. A high tenor is needed for Nos. 1-3, 5-7,
and ii, but 14 and 15 require nothing above F for the

tenor part, and 16 has a very simple tenor part, being
in the form of a canto fermo.

No. 17 is for S.S.A.A.T.T.B.B.

VOL. IX.

Weelkes's Madrigals for 3, 4, 5 and 6 voices (1597)

For three voices

i. *Sit down and sing
'2. My flocks feed not

3. In black mourn I

4. Clear wells spring not

5. A country pair
6. *Cease, sorrows, now

For four voices

7. *Now every tree renews
8. *Young Cupid hath proclaimed
9. *Ay me, my wonted joys

10. *Three virgin nymphs
(b) (c) ii. *Our country swains

(b) (c) 12. *Lo ! country sports

For Jive voices

13. Your beauty, it allureth

14. If thy deceitful looks

(b) 15. "Those sweet delightful lilies

(b) 1 6. *Lady, your spotless feature

17. Make haste, ye lovers

1 8. What haste, fair lady ?

For six voices

19. Retire, my thoughts
(a) 20. *Say, dear, when will your frowning ?

(b) 21. Those spots upon my lady's face
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22. If beauty be a treasure

23. My tears do not avail me
24. *My Phyllis bids me pack away

The Madrigals in this set are uniformly good and
not very difficult to sing.

Nos. 1-5 are for S.S.T. Nos. 1-4 require a high
tenor and are better transposed down a tone. The
words of 2-4 were at one time erroneously attributed

to Shakespeare. No. 6, a very fine Madrigal, is for S.A.T.

and lies in easy range for all three voices.

Of the four-part group Nos. 7 and 8 alone are for

S.A.T.B., and a high tenor is required for both.

Nos. 9 and 10 need three high sopranos, and
the lowest part of No. 9 may be sung by female
voices if the final note is taken an octave higher.
No. 10 is for S.S.S.B., it is humorous and picturesque.
Nos. ii and 12 are for S.S.A.A. and may be sung by
female voices

; but tenors may be substituted for the

second alto part.
Nos. 13, 14, 17 and 18 are for S.S.A.T.B. Nos. 17

and 18 might be transposed down a tone. The tenor

part in No. 14 has an easy range and may be sung by
a baritone. No. 15 is for S.S.A.A.B. The second altos

in this number may substitute the octave for the single
low D. No. 16 is for S.S.T.T.B. both tenors being in

a high range.
Nos. 20, 22-24 may be sung by S.S.A.T.T.B., and

19 and 21 by S.S.A.A.T.B., but the tenor part of No. 21
is high and may be taken by altos.

VOL. X.

Weelkes's book of Ballets and Madrigals (five voices)

(1598)

1. *A11 at once well met
2. *To shorten winter's sadness

3.
*Sweet love, I will no more

4. *Whilst youthful sports
5. *On the plains fairy trains
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6. *Sweet heart, arise

7. *Give me my heart
8. *Hark, all ye lovely saints

9. *Say, dainty dames
10. *Phyllis, go take thy pleasure
11. *In pride of May
12. *Sing we at pleasure
13. Now is the bridals

14. *Sing, shepherds, after me
15.

*Welcome, sweet pleasure
16. *Lady, your eye
17. *We shepherds sing
1 8. I love and have my love regarded
19. *Come, clap thy hands
20. *

Phyllis hath sworn
'21. *Farewell, my joy
22. *Now is my Cloris

23. *Unto our flocks, sweet Corolus

24. Cease now, delight (for six voices)

Nos. 3, 6, 10, 13, 19-20 and 24 are Madrigals;
the rest are Ballets, and this group of Ballets should

prove as popular as that of Morley. Few of them

present serious difficulties in performance.
Nos. 1-6 and 11-23 can be sung by S.S.A.T.B.,

and in Nos. i, 4, 5, 8, 15, 18 and 22, the tenor part is

of low range and quite simple. In Nos. 2, 3 and 14,
the fourth voice-part may be sung either by altos or

tenors. Nos. 19, 20, 21 and 23 need a high tenor.

No. 7 is for S.S.T.T.B. and requires two high tenors.

In No. 22, the alto part may be taken by tenors.

No. 24 is a fine elegy and is for six voices

S.S.T.T.B.B. Two high tenors are needed.

VOL. XI.

Weelkes's Madrigals of five parts (1600)

(a) i. *Cold winter's ice is fled

2. *Now let us make a merry greeting

(a) 3. *Take here my heart

"4. *O care, thou wilt despatch
5. *Hence, care, thou art too cruel
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6. *See where the maids are singing

*Why are you ladies staying ?

*Hark ! I hear some dancing
(a) 9. *Lady, the birds right fairly

10. *As wanton birds

ft

This is a splendid set every number is fine, and

4-5 is perhaps the most remarkable of all the English
Madrigals ; several of these are rather difficult to sing.

Nos. i and 7-10 are for S.S.A.T.B. In Nos. 4-5
the, second voice is for a mezzo-soprano and the tenor
is of easy compass. Nos. 7-10 need a high tenor and
as the trebles are also high, they may be transposed
down a tone. Nos. 2 and 3 are for S.S.T.T.B. No. 3

requires two high tenors.

VOL. XII.

Weelkes's Madrigals of six parts (1600)

(a) i. *Like two proud armies
2. When Thoralis delights to walk

3. *What have the gods ?

4. *Methinks I hear

5. Three times a day
6. *Mars in a fury

*Thule, the period of cosmography
*The Andalusian merchant

9. *A sparrow-hawk proud
10. Noel, adieu, thou court's delight

This is another admirable set, but the Madrigals
are rather difficult to sing. No. I is for S.S.A.T.B.B.,
and lies easily for all the voices including the tenors.

It may be transposed up a tone. Nos. 2 and 5 are

strangely laid out for S.A.T.T.T.B., the tenors in

both cases being of large compass. Nos. 3-4 and 6

are for S.S.A.A.T.B., but require a high tenor and
trebles. Nos. 7-8, 9 and 10 can be sung by
S.S.A.T.T.B., but the treble and tenor parts are of

high compass, and these numbers may all be transposed
down a tone. No. 10 is a very fine elegy.
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VOL. XIII.

Weelkes's Airs or Fantastic Spirits for three voices

(1608)

(c) i. *Come let's begin to revel 't out

(c) 2. *Jockie, thine horn-pipe's dull

3. Some men desire spouses
(c) 4. To-morrow is the marriage day

(b) (c) 5. *Upon a hill the bonny boy
(b) 6. *Come, sirrah Jack, ho 1

(c) 7. *Tan ta ra, cries Mars

(c) 8. The gods have heard my vows
(c) g. Though my carriage

(b) (c) 10. *The ape, the monkey and baboon
11. No, though I shrink still

12. Ay me, alas, hey ho

13. Late is my rash accounting
14. Four arms, two necks

15. *Lord, when I think
1 6. Say, wanton, will you love me ?

(c) 17. *I bei ligustri e rose

(b) 1 8. * Strike it up, tabor

(b) ig. *Ha ha ! this world doth pass
(b) (c) 20. *Since Robin Hood

21. *Fa la ! Now weep, now sing
22. Alas ! O tarry but one half hour

23. *As deadly serpents lurking
(c) 24. Donna il vostra bel viso

(b) (c) 25. *The nightingale, the organ of delight
26. Death hath deprived me (for six voices)

This set is unlike any other in the series ; many of

the numbers are light in subject. The words of

many of these are suited best to male voices, and may
be sung at about an octave lower than they are printed
in the original edition. Several, where the words
are suitable, may be sung by female voices alone.

Most of the set are easy to sing.
No. 26 is a magnificent elegy in memory of Thomas

Morley for S.S.A.T.B.B. ;
all the parts are in low

register except the tenor ;
but the phrase of four

notes which includes the only high A in the part, may
be exchanged with the alto.
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Of the rest, all except Nos. 12, 21, 22 and 23 are

written for S.S.A. and are in the range of three

female voices, and at the lower octave may be

sung with men's voices. But Nos. 3, 6, n, 13-16,
18 and 19 were obviously intended by the composer
to be sung by male voices.

No. 12 is for S.S.T. and Nos. 21-23 are for S.A.T.;
the lowest part of No. 21 is within easy baritone range.

No. 25, the famous
"
nightingale," is best sung by

two trebles and tenor and should be transposed down
a tone. For men's voices or female voices exclusively,
this number needs slight readjustments.

VOL. XIV.

Byrd's Psalms, Sonnets and Songs of five parts

(1588)

PSALMS
1. *O God, give ear

2. *Mine eyes with fervency
3. *My soul oppressed with care

4. How shall a young man ?

5. O Lord, how long wilt Thou forget ?

6. O Lord, who in Thy sacred tent

7. Help, Lord, for wasted are those men
8. *Blessed is he that fears the Lord
9. Lord, in Thy wrath

10. *Even from the depth

SONNETS AND PASTORALS
11. I joy not in no earthly bliss

12. *Though Amaryllis dance in green
13. *Who likes to love

14. My mind to me a kingdom is

15. Where fancy fond
1 6. *O you that hear this voice

17. If women could be fair

1 8. Ambitious love

19. What pleasure have great princes ?

20. *As I beheld I saw a herdman
21. Although the heathen poets
22. *In fields abroad

23. Constant Penelope
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24. *La virginella

25. Farewell, false love
26. The match that's made

SONGS OF SADNESS AND PIETY
27. 'Prostrate, O Lord, I lie

23. All as a sea

29. *Susanna fair

30. *If that a sinner sighs

31. *Care for thy soul

32. *Lullaby, my sweet little baby
33. *Why do I use my paper, ink and pen ?

FUNERAL SONGS
34. *Come to me, grief, for ever

35. O that most rare breast

From '< Musica Transalpina -{
fair

The three sets of Byrd, Vols. XIV-XVI, are among
the most important in the whole series. They differ

from the other sets in containing a considerable propor-
tion of pieces with sacred words. In Vol. XIV is an

interesting note in which Byrd gives a list
"

of those

songs which are of the highest compasse," showing
that it was customary to write deliberately for high
or for low compass of voice.

The first section, consisting of ten Psalms, cannot

effectively be rendered unless counter-tenors are

available for the alto parts. The tenor parts are all

of medium compass, and in Nos. 6, 7, 8 and 10 can

be sung by baritones.

In the second section, all except Nos. 12, 14, 16

and 20 can be sung by S.A.T.T.B. In Nos. 13, 19
and 24 altos may replace the first tenors, and in

Nos. 17, 18, 19, 22, 23 and 26 the second tenor part

may be sung by baritones. Nos. 12, 14 16 and 20

are best suited to S.A.A.T.B. Many of these Madrigals
are difficult owing to the complexity of rhythm, but

they well repay careful study.
Of the

"
Songs of sadness and piety/' No. 27

is for S.A.T.B.B. ; No. 28 is for S.A.T.T.B, all the
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parts are of easy compass, but it might well be trans-

posed up a tone. Nos. 29-33 are for S.S.A.T.B., but
the second part is for mezzo-soprano in all these.

Nos. 30-33 need high trebles for the top part. No. 32,
if the Lullaby is sung alone, is better transposed down
a tone. No. 33 may be transposed down a tone.
No. 29 is of easy compass in all parts, but the original
words cannot well be sung ; a practicable version of

the words is given here for this beautiful piece of

music.

No. 34 is for S.S. (mezzo), A.T.B. No. 35 is for

S.A.T.T.B. In this volume is included the con-

temporary English version of La virginella.

VOL. XV.

Byrd's
"
Songs of Sundry Natures

"
(1589)

For three voices

(b) i. Lord, in Thy rage
(b) 2. Right blest are they
(b) 3. "Lord, in Thy wrath
(b) 4. *O God, which art most merciful

(6) 5. *Lord, hear my prayer
(b) 6. From depth of sin

(b) 7. Attend mine humble prayer
8. Susanna fair

9. *The nightingale so pleasant
f 10. When younglings first

\Hj But when by proof
/i2. Upon a summer's day
\i3. Then for a boat

14. *The greedy hawk

For four voices

;. Is love a boy ?

>. Boy, pity me
'. Wounded I am
i. Yet of us twain
i. From Citheron the warlike boy
. There careless thoughts are freed

If love be just
. O Lord my God
. *While that the sun
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35- *From virgin's womb this day
*Rejoice, rejoice
*An earthly tree

*Cast off all doubtful care

For five voices

Weeping full sore

Penelope that longed
Compel the hawk to sit

See those sweet eyes
Love would discharge
When I was otherwise
When first by force

32. *I thought that love had been a boy
33. *O dear life, when may it be ?

36. Of gold all burnished

37. Her breath is more sweet

For six voices

:38.

Behold how good a thing
39. And as the pleasant morning dew
41. *Who made thee Hob forsake the plough ?

:42.

And think, ye nymphs ?

43. Love in a fit of pleasure
44. If in thine heart

45. Unto the hills mine eyes I lift

"46. Christ rising again
47. Christ is risen

The first section opens with settings of the seven
"

penitential
"

psalms. These are for S.A.T., but
in No. 3 the lowest part may be sung by basses, and
in No. 6 tenors may be used in place of altos. These
are all issued in an adapted version for men's voices.

Nos. 8-14 are for S.A.T. In No. 8 basses may
replace the tenors. Nos. 8-n are of very easy
compass in all parts, but in Nos. 12-14 the tenor

part rises to G.
Nos. 15-18 may be sung by S.A.T.B., but Nos.

15-23 all lie low in the voices and may effectively
be transposed down and sung by men's voices. The
two remaining numbers in this section are Christmas

carols, with solo voice and chorus ;
both these choruses

are brilliant. The string parts of No. 40 with 25 and
No. 41. are published separately.
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In the five-part section Nos. 26, 30, 31 and 36-37
are for S.A.T.T.B. No. 26 requires a high tenor,
but the others are in easy range of voice. No. 29
with 34 and No. 33 are for S.A.T.B.B., but in No. 33,
a counter-tenor should sing the alto part. Nos. 27,
28 and 32 are for S.S.A.T.B. ; in No. 27 and 28
a counter-tenor should be employed ; and in No. 32
the second part is for mezzo-soprano.

Nos. 38-39 are for S.S.A.A.T.B., but the alto parts
should be sung by counter-tenors. Nos. 42-43 are
for the same set of voices, but the first section is in

five parts with only one alto. No. 44 is for

S.S.T.T.T.B., but all the parts are of low range and
it is more effective transposed up a tone. No. 45 is

for S.S.T.T.B.B.
No. 42 is a very effective humorous duet with

string accompaniment, the parts of which are published
separately ; it should be sung by two baritones.

Nos. 47-48 constitute a setting of the Easter Anthem
in place of the Venite, written for duet and chorus
with string accompaniment.

VOL. XVI.

Byrd's Psalms, Songs and Sonnets (1611)
For three voices

1. The eagle's force
2. Of flattering speech

{3.

*In winter cold

4.
*Whereat an ant

5. Who looks may leap
6. *Sing ye to our Lord
7. I have been young
8. In crystal towers

For Jour voices

g. This sweet and merry month
10. Let not the sluggish sleep
11. A feigned friend
12. *Awake, mine eyes
13. *Come, jolly swains
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14. What is life ?

15. Fantazia (for strings)
1 6. *Come let us rejoice

For five voices

17. Retire, my soul
18. Arise, Lord, into thy rest

19. *Come, woeful Orpheus

{20.
*Sing we merrily

21. *Blow up the trumpet
22. Crowned with flowers

23. Wedded to will is witless

(a) 24. *Make ye joy to God

For six voices

25. *Have mercy upon me, O God
26. *Fantazia (for strings)

(a) 27. "This day Christ was born
28. O God, that guides the cheerful sun

(a) 29.
* Praise our Lord, all ye Gentiles

(a) 30. *Turn our captivity
31. Ah, silly soul

32. How vain the toils

From Thomas Watson's collection : (a) "This sweet and merry
month (for six voices).

This is the most important of Byrd's three sets
;

it contains some of his maturest work.
Nos. 1-8 may be sung by S.S.T., but the treble

parts as well as the tenor are low in Nos. i, 2 and 5.

The third part of No. 5 is perhaps better suited to

baritones. Nos. 3-4 are of medium compass, and this

is a very effective Madrigal, full of dry humour. Nos. 6
and 7 lie high for all voices and may be transposed
down a tone. No 8 needs a high tenor.

Nos. 9 and 10 are for S.A.T.B. No. 9 is constructed
on the same lines and partly with the same material

as the far finer six-part setting of these words for

S.S.A.T.T.B. which was published by Watson and is

included in this same volume of the English Madrigal
School series. Nos. n, 13, 14 and 16 are for S.S.A.T.,
and No. 12 is for S.S.A.B.
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In the five-part section Nos. 17 and 19 are for

S.S.A.T.B., and No. 23 may also be sung by this com-
bination of voices. Nos. 18 and 24 are for S.S.T.T.B.,
but in No. 18 the second tenor may be sung by baritone.

No. 24 lies low for all the voices and may be transposed
up. No. 22 is for S.S.A.A.B., but the alto parts have
a compass of nearly two octaves and should be sung by
counter-tenors. Nos. 20-21, forming one composition,
are designed for a very exceptional combination of voices,
S.S.S.A.T. Three high trebles are required together
with an alto and tenor, but the tenor ranges from

B|? up to G. This very fine anthem is entirely
distinct from Byrd's

"
Sing joyfully."

The six-part section includes four very fine anthems
Of these No. 25 for S.A.A.T.T.B. has alternate sections

for solo accompanied by viols. No. 27 is for

S.S.A.A.T.B., but it is more effective transposed down
a tone. Nos. 29 and 30, however, lie very low and
should be transposed up. No. 28 is a new year's carol

for duet and chorus, and Nos. 31 and 32 are songs
with string accompaniment. No. 31 is published

separately, with a pianoforte arrangement of the string

accompaniment.

VOL. XVII.

Lichfild's Madrigals of five parts (1613)

1. All ye that sleep in pleasure
2. Shall I seek to ease my grief ?

{3.
The shepherd Claius

4. First with looks he lived

5. Ay me, that life should yet remain
6. O my grief, were it disclosed

7. *I always loved to call my lady Rose
8. O come, shepherds, all together
9. *Sweet Daphne, stay thy flying

10. *Alas, my Daphne, stay
11. *Ay me, when to the air

12. *
Arise, sweet heart

13. When first I saw those cruel eyes
14. If this be love
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15. Cruel, let my heart be blessed

1 6. A silly sylvan
17. The sylvan justly suffered

18. *Injurious hours 1

19. Whilst that my lovely Daphne
20. My heart oppressed

This is a useful set without containing anything
quite in the first class, although Nos. 7, 12 and 18 are

good conventional Madrigals and not difficult to sing.

All the set may be sung by S.S.A.T.B., but in Nos. 8-

16, 18 and 20 the tenor part may be sung by altos.

No. 7 lies in a high range and may be transposed down
a tone. Nos. 9, 10, u, 14 and 15 need high tenors.

No. 12 may be transposed down a tone.

VOL. XVIII.

Tomkins's Songs (or Madrigals) (1622)

For three voices

1. Our hasty life away doth post
2. No more will I thy love

(c) 3. Sure there is no god of love

4. Fond men, that do so highly prize

5. How great delight
6. Love, cease tormenting

For four voices

(7.

*O let me live for true love

8. *O let me die for true love

(a) g. *Oyez ! has any found a lad ?

{10.
*Weep no more, thou sorry boy

ii. *Yet again, as soon revived

(a) 12. *Was ever wretch tormented ?

For five voices

13. *To the shady woods

(a) 14. *Too much I once lamented

15. *Come, shepherds, sing with me
1 6. Cloris, whenas I woo

(a) 17. *See, see the shepherds' queen
1 8. *

Phyllis, now cease to move me
(a) 19. *When David heard
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20. *Phyllis, yet see him dying
21. *Fusca, in thy starry eyes
22. *Adieu, ye city-prisoning towers

For six voices

(a) 23. *When I observe

24. *Music divine

25. *Oft did I marie
26. Woe is me
27. It is my well-beloved's voice
28. Turn unto the Lord

This is a very fine set by a composer who has been

unaccountably neglected in the past. As a church
musician as well as a Madrigal writer Tomkins takes
a very high place in this school of composers.

The three-part group are all designed for S.S.T.,
but the tenor parts are of very wide compass, and all

range up to A. The composer may have had the

counter-tenor voice in mind. A single phrase occurs
in No. 4 and in No. 6 in which the tenor goes up to

B|j. When counter-tenors are not available these

phrases might be sung an octave lower. No. 3 may be

sung by female voices.

All the four-part numbers are good and may be

sung by S.A.T.B. The compass of Nos. 7-8 and 9
is very low, and they should be transposed up, and one
or two small readjustments may be found necessary for

modern singers. Nos. 10-11, which together make a

single Madrigal of great beauty, need a high tenor;
the part was probably intended for a counter-tenor,
and one passage needs slight readjustment to avoid
a high Ity. No. 12 lies rather low and should be trans-

posed up.
The first six of the five-part group are very attractive

Ballets; they are for S.S.A.T.B. Nos. 13 and 17 are
in an easy range for all the voices, including the tenor,
and are therefore suitable when high tenors are not
available. No. 18 is equally suitable for singers of

moderate range if for a single low note in the alto and
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bass parts the octave is substituted. No. 14 should be

transposed up a tone, and No. 16, which lies very high
for trebles and tenor, may be transposed down a tone.

No. 19 is among the finest things of its kind. As
it stands it needs a high tenor and a low alto, but it

may be transposed. Nos. 19-22 are for S.S.A.T.B.
Of these Nos. 20 and 21 are fairly easy. No. 22 requires

high trebles and tenor.

Nos. 23-25 are very fine. No. 24 is for S.S.A.T.T.B.,
and the other two for S.S.A.A.T.B. The remaining
three numbers are set to scripture words.

VOL. XIX.

Ward's Madrigals (1613)
For three voices

. f i. *My true love hath my heart
* '

\2. *His heart his wound received

(c) 3. O say, dear life

(c) 4. In health and ease am I

(c) 5. *Go, wailing accents

(c) 6. *Fly not so fast

For four voices

7. *A satyr once did run away
8. *O my thoughts, surcease

9. Sweet pity, wake
10. *Love is a dainty
11. Free from love's bonds
12. How long shall I ?

For jive voices

{13.

Sweet Philomel

14. Ye sylvan nymphs
15. Flora, fair nymph
1 6. Phyllis, the bright
17. Hope of my heart

(a) 1 8. *Upon a bank with roses

For six voices

19. Retire, my troubled soul

20. *Oft have I tendered

(a) 21. *Out from the vale

22. *O divine love
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{23.

*If the deep sighs

24. *There's not a grove
(a) 25. *Die not, fond man

26. *I have entreated

27. *Come, sable night
28. Weep forth your tears

This is among the finest sets of the English Madri-

galists, particularly as regards the section for six voices,
in which some magnificent effects are produced by
massive discords in a style peculiar to this composer.
The poetry, too, is uniformly excellent. The three-part

Madrigals may all be sung by S.S.A. for female voices.

None of the four-part group are suited as they stand
for S.A.T.B. Nos. 8 and n can be sung when no tenors

are available by S.S.A.B., but all six of these require
two sopranos.

All the five-part pieces can be sung by S.S.A.T.B.
In No. 15 altos may replace the tenors when no high
tenors are available. No. 17 needs high trebles and

high tenors.

The six-part Madrigals are exceptionally fine, but
of greater length than those of other composers. Nos. 19
and 21 are for S.S.A.T.B. B., but in No. 21 altos may take
the tenor part if no tenors are available. The rest may
be sung by S.S.A.T.T.B., but the fourth part in some
cases may be taken by altos.

VOL. XX.

Farnaby's Canzonets for four voices (1598)

1 . My lady's coloured cheeks
2. Carters, now cast down

(a) 3. *Phillida bewailed

4. *Daphne on the rainbow
5. Blind love was shooting
6. *Pearce did love fair Petronel

(a) 7. *Pearce did dance with Petronella
8. The wavering planet
9. Lady, the silly flea

10. Thrice blessed be the giver
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11. *The curtain drawn
12. Susanna fair

{13.

Love shooting among many
14. Love shooting at another

15. Ay me, poor heart

(a) 1 6. *Some time she would
17. Among the daffadillies

(a) 1 8. *Simkin said that Sis was fair

19. Lady, when I behold your passions
20. *Construe my meaning
21. *Witness, ye heavens (for eight voices)

This is a useful set of four-part compositions ; apart
from the rather complex character of the rhythms in

Farnaby's work, these canzonets are not difficult to

sing. Nos. i, 2, 3, 7, 9, n, 15, 16 and 20 may be sung
by S.A.T.B. Nos. i, 2, 3 and 7 require high tenors,
which may be replaced by altos. No. 9 may be trans-

posed down. No. 16 requires a high tenor ; but in

Nos. ii and 20 (a very interesting and beautiful

Madrigal) all four parts are of easy range and can be

sung where tenors of only moderate compass are avail-

able. No. 6 is best suited to S.A.A.B., all the rest need
two sopranos and a bass, while the third parts are for

alto or tenor. No. 4 may be sung without tenors.

The set concludes with a Madrigal for eight voices

for S.S.A.A.T.T.B.B., but it can be sung without tenors,

substituting alto and bass for the two tenor parts.
This number ends with a very fine cadence.

The original words of No. 12 cannot well be sung.
The editor has adapted the words for practical use.

VOL. XXI.

Bateson's first set of Madrigals (1604)

(a) When Oriana walked (six voices)

For three voices

1. Beauty is a lovely sweet
2. Love would discharge

(c) 3. *The nightingale so soon as April
4. Ay me, my mistress scorns
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5. *Come, follow me, fair nymphs
6. *Your shining eyes

For four voices

7. *Whither so fast ?

8. Dame Venus hence to Paphos go
9. Down from above falls Jove

10. Adieu, sweet love
ii. *If love be blind
12. Phyllis, farewell

For five voices

13. Those sweet delightful lilies

14. And must I needs depart ?

15. Sweet Gemma
1 6. Yet stay alway
17. Strange were the life

1 8. *Alas, where is my love ?

19. O fly not, love
20. *Who prostrate lies

(a) 21. *
Sister, awake

22. *Hark, hear you not ?

For six voices

23. Dear, if you wish my dying
24. *Fair Hebe, when dame Flora

25. Phyllis, farewell
26. Thyrsis on his fair Phyllis' breast

27.
*
Merrily my love and I

28. *Music some think no music is

This is a set of Madrigals of good average merit,

though few are of outstanding excellence. They are

all well-written and singable and are not difficult.

Nos. 5, 21, 22, and the Oriana Madrigal are first class.

Bateson's Oriana Madrigal for S.S.A.T.T.B. was added
to the set as an afterthought ; the trebles and tenor are
of high compass, and this Madrigal may be transposed
down a tone.

Nos. i and 5 are for S.A.T. ; Nos. 2, 3 and 4 are for

S.S.T., and No. 6 is for S.A.B. But No. 3, a pretty
Madrigal to Sidney's words, may be sung by female

voices, and for this purpose is more effective transposed
up a tone. No. 5, a first-rate Madrigal, lies very high
and may be transposed down a tone-
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Nos. 7, 9, ii and 12 are suitable for S.A.T.B. No. 12
lies rather low in all four voices, but even transposed up
a tone the tenor part can be sung by baritone, and
tenors dispensed with. No. 8 is for S.S.A.T., and No. 10
for S.S.A.B.

No. 13-22, with the exception of Nos. 17 and 19, are

suitable for S.S.A.T.B. No. 17 is for S.A.A.T.B., and

19 is for S.S.A.A.T., but the alto parts in this case may
be taken by tenors. Most of this group lie well for

the voices and are fairly easy. Nos. 20 and 21 should
be transposed down a tone.

The six Madrigals in the six-part group can all be

sung with S.S.A.T.T.B., but the inner parts are of wide

compass and may be taken either by tenors or altos.

Nos. 27 and 28 need two high tenors, and in No. 26 the
alto parts are for counter-tenor.

VOL. XXII.

Bateson's second set of Madrigals (1618)

For three voices

1. Love is the fire

2. My mistress after service due

3. *One woman scarce of twenty
4. If I seek to enjoy
5. *Pleasure is a wanton thing
6. *

Sweet, those trammels of your hair

For four voices

7. *Live not, poor bloom
8. The nightingale in silent night
9. O what is she ?

10. See forth her eyes
11. *When to the gloomy woods
12. If floods of tears

For five voices

(a) 13. *Have I found her ?

14. *Down the hills Corinna trips

(a) 15. ""Camilla fair tripped o'er the plains
1 6. *Sadness, sit down
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17. Life of my life

1 8. *I heard a noise

19. With bitter sighs
20. *Why do I, dying, live ?

21. In depth of grief
22. All the day I waste

23. Why dost thou fly ?

24. *Come, sorrow, help me to lament

For six voices

25. *Cupid in a bed of roses

26. *Cytherea, smiling, said

27. *Her hair the net of golden wire
28. Fond love is blind

29. Ah, Cupid, grant
30. She, with a cruel frown

Another very useful set. A high standard is

maintained all through Bateson's work, though only
a small number are in the highest rank.

"
Cupid in

a bed of Roses
"

is perhaps among the best half-dozen

Madrigals of bright character by any of the Elizabethans.

None of this set is difficult.

Nos. i, 2 and 6 are for S.A.T., but No. 2 is better

transposed down a tone. Nos. 3-5 are for S.S.T., but
Nos. 4 and 5 are high for all three voices and may be

transposed down a tone.

No. 7 is for S.A.T.B., but the opening phrase of the

tenor part should be sung by second altos. No. 8 is

for S.S.A.T. ; it may be transposed down to relieve the

high trebles. Nos. 9 and 10 are for S.S.A.B. No. n
needs a high tenor, but the part can be sung by altos.

No. 12 is a solo song with string accompaniment.
No. 13 can be sung when tenors are not available

by substituting altos for the tenor part ; two basses

are required. All the other five-part Madrigals in the

set except No. 21 may be sung by S.S.A.T.B., but the

alto and tenor voice may be variably employed in the

inner parts of Nos. 15 and 19-23. No. 15 can be sung
by S.S.A.B.B., and the low D in the bass may be taken
an octave higher. In No. 19 the tenor part alone is
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in the high register. No. 20 may be transposed up, the
third part being assigned to altos. No. 21 is more
effective transposed up a tone and sung by S.A.T.T.B.,
and Nos. 22 and 23 may be transposed down a tone.

No. 24 may be transposed up a tone.

The six-part group are for S.S.A.T.T.B., except
No. 30, which is for S.S.T.T.B.B. No. 27 requires
a high tenor, but the other voices lie easily.

VOL. XXIII.

Bennet's Madrigals for four voices (1599)

(c) i. I wander up and down
(c) 2. Weep, silly soul

3. So gracious is thy sweet self

4. *Let go ! why do you stay me ?

(a) 5. *Come, shepherds, follow me
6. I languish to complain me

(b) 7. *Sing out, ye nymphs
(a) 8. Thyrsis, sleepest thou ?

9. Ye restless thoughts
(c) 10. *Whenas I glance

(6) (c) ii. *Cruel, unkind
12. *O sleep, fond fancy
13. *Weep, O mine eyes
14. Since neither tunes of joy
15. O grief, where shall poor grief ?

(a) 1 6. O sweet grief

17. Rest now, Amphion

Two Madrigals by Bennet in Ravenscroft's
"
Brief

Discourse
"

(1614)

(b) *Lure, falconers, lure !

*Round about in a fair ring (Elves' dance)

This is a very attractive little set. Most of the

Madrigals are short and very melodious, and they are

not difficult to sing.
Nos. 6, 9, 12-17 are for S.A.T.B. ; the alto part in

Nos. 16 and 17 is best suited to a high tenor if counter-

tenors are not available. But both these numbers are
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more effective transposed up a tone and so is No. 6.

No. 15 may be transposed down a tone. Nos. 12 and
13 lie easily for all voices and are to be strongly recom-
mended for use when high tenors are not available.

Nos. i, 2 and n may be sung by female voices.

Nos. 3 and 4 are for S.S.A.T., but require two high
trebles ; if transposed down, No. 4 may be sung by
S.S.A.B. No. 5 is for S.S.A.T., No. 7 for S.S.T.T., and
No. 8 for S.A.T.T. ; but the tenors in these last two are

high, and No. 8 may be transposed down a tone.

No. 10 is for three trebles and tenor, but by substitut-

ing the octave for a single low note the tenor part may
be sung by female voices.

The two extra numbers printed in this volume of

the English Madrigal School are first-rate little pieces ;

the Elves' dance is especially dainty. Both these

are for S.S.A.T.

VOL. XXIV.

Kirbye's Madrigals (1597)

For four voices

(c) i. Lo, here my heart I leave

(c) 2. *Alas, what hope of speeding ?

3. What can I do, my dearest ?

4. Woe am I, my heart dies

5. Farewell, my love
6. *

Sleep now, my muse

For five voices

7. *Ah, sweet, alas, when first I saw
8. *Mourn now, my soul

{9.
Sound out, my voice

10. She that my plaints
(c) ii. What ! shall I part thus ?

{12.

Sorrow consumes me
13. O heavens ! what shall I do ?

14. Why should I love ?

15. Sweet love, O cease thy flying
1 6. That muse which sung
17. *See what a maze of error
1 8. If pity reign with beauty

'
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{i

For six voices

19. Ah ! cruel, hateful fortune !

20. I love, alas, yet am I not beloved
21. Must I part, O my jewel ?

:22.

*Up then, Melpomene
23. *Why wail we thus ?

24. *Sleep now, my muse

This is one of the less known sets, but it contains

some interesting work, and the Madrigals are not

difficult to sing. The subjects are a little conventional.

No. i is for S.S.T.B., but the tenor is high. Nos. 2-4

may be sung by S.S.A.B., and Nos. 5 and 6 by S.S.A.T.,

but if counter-tenors are not available, tenors should

replace the altos in No. 2.

All the five-part numbers are for S.S.A.TiB. Nos. 7,

8, 14, 15, 17 and 18 lie easily for all voices with low

compass tenors. No. 12 may be transposed up a tone.

Nos. 9-10 have high trebles and tenor, and the tenor part
is high in Nos. n and 16 ; these four should be trans-

posed down a tone.

The six-part group may all be sung by S.S.A.A.T.B.,
but counter-tenors are needed for No. 19. A high tenor

may replace the second alto in Nos. 20 and 22-23.
The tenor parts of Nos. 19, 21 and 24 lie in easy range.

VOL. XXV.

Pilkington's first set of Madrigals (1613)

For three voices

1. See where my love

2. I follow, lo, the footing
3. *Pour forth, mine eyes
4. *Stay, nymph, O stay
5. Dorus, a silly shepherd
6. Is this thy doom ?

For four voices

7. *Amyntas with his Phyllis fair

8. Here rest, my thoughts
9. Why should I grieve ?

10. The messenger of the delightful spring
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f i. *Have I found her ?

12. What, though her frowns

13. Love is a secret feeding fire

14. Why do I fret ?

15. All in a cave

For five voices

1 6. *Sing we, dance we
17. Under the tops of Helicon
18. *Sweet Phillida, my flocks

19. *My heart is dead
20. *No, no, no, it will not be
21. When Oriana walked
22. *Now I see thou floutest me

Pilkington's sets are also among the less known
ones, but without being first class his work holds a

worthy place in this great school of composition. His

Madrigals are vocal and not difficult to sing.
All the three-part group are for two trebles and

tenor. A high tenor is required in all of these except
No. 3, which is effective and fairly easy.

Nos. 7-15 may be sung by S.A.T.B. Nos. 7, n and
12 lie easily for all voices, with a tenor part of medium
range. In Nos. 13-15 the tenor part may be taken by
altos.

Nos. 16-22 are for S.S.A.T.B. ; but in No. 19 the
alto part is better suited to a high tenor voice unless

counter-tenors are available The tenor parts in all

but No. 18 of this group lie in medium range.

VOL. XXVI.

Pilkington's second set of Madrigals (1624)

For three voices

1. Sovereign of my delight
2. Yond hill-tops Phoebus kissed

3. *Wake, sleepy Thyrsis
4. Stay, heart, run not so fast

5. *Ye bubbling springs
6. Your fond preferments
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For four voices

7. Menalcas in an evening

{8.
Coy Daphne fled

9. Chaste Daphne fled

10. *If she neglect me
11. *Palaemon and his Sylvia
12. *You gentle nymphs

For five voices

13. Chaste Syrinx fled

14. *Come, shepherds' weeds
15.

*Crowned with flowers
1 6. Weep, sad Urania

17. O gracious God
1 8. *Go, you skipping kids and fawns

(a) 19. *Care for thy soul
20. Drown not with tears

For six voices

{21.

Dear shepherdess
:22. Cruel Pabrilla

(a) 24. *O softly-singing lute

25. O praise the Lord

As in the first set, the three-part Madrigals are for

S.S.T. ; a high tenor is needed for all of them. In the

four-part section No. n is for S.A.T.B. Nos. 7, 10 and
12 may be sung by S.S.A.B. ; Nos. 8-9 are for S.S.T.B.

with the tenor in a high range.
Nos. 13 and 14 are for S.S.T.T.B., and No. 15 is for

S.S.A.A.B. No. 16 is a duet with string accompaniment.
Nos. 17-20 may be sung by S.S.A.T.B. No. 20 requires
a high tenor. No. 19, which is a very remarkable com-

position, may be transposed up a minor third
; it lies

easily for all voices.

Nos. 21-22 and 24 are for S.S.A.A.T.B., but for

the second alto a counter-tenor is required. No. 25
is for S.S.A.T.T.B., but a high voice is required for the

first tenor.
VOL. XXVII.

Carlton's Madrigals for five voices (1601)
1. The love of change
2. *Content thyself with thy estate

3. The self-same things
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/4. When Flora fair

^5.
All creatures then

/6. From stately tower

\ 7. With her sweet locks
8. *Like as the gentle heart

f 9. Nought under heaven
\ 10. So whilom learned

/I I. Sound, saddest notes

\ 12. Let every sharp
13. *If women can be courteous

14.
*Nought is on earth

15. Ye gentle ladies
1 6. *The witless boy
17. Who seeks to captivate
1 8. Who vows devotion
19. The heathen gods for love
20. O vain desire
21. Even as the flowers do wither

The majority of Madrigals in this set are of a serious

character. Many of them lie in easy range for the voices
and are vocal. Nos. I, 3-18 and 20-21 are for S.S.A.T.B.
No. 2 is for S.A.A.T.B., and the tenor part may be
taken by baritones. Nos. 4-5, 8, 9-10 are high and
may be transposed down a tone. No. 19 for S.T.T.B.B.,
is in low range, except for the two tenor parts, which are

perhaps intended for counter-tenor voice.

VOL. XXVIII.

YoulTs Canzonets for three voices (1608)

(c) i. *Each day of thine
f 2. Come, love, let's walk

(c)< 3. In yonder dale

(^4. See where this nymph
5. *Pipe, shepherds, pipe

(c) 6. *Only joy, now here you are

7. Of sweet and dainty flowers
8. *Slow, slow, fresh fount

9. In pleasant summer's morning
10. Once I thought to die for love

(c) ii. *Awake, sweet love

(c) 12. *Pity me, mine own sweet jewel
13. "Cease, restless thoughts

(c) 14. Sweet Phyllis, stay
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i 5- The shepherds' daughters
*But behold where they return

Say, shepherd, say
But though poor sheep
*In the merry month of May
*Come, merry lads

21. *Whiles joyful springtime
(c) 22. *Early before the day doth spring

{23.

*Where are now those jolly swains ?

24. *Now the country lasses

This is a most useful set of excellent, as well as fairly

easy Canzonets, which can be sung when resources are

limited,, The music throughout is healthy and bright ;

No. 8, to Ben Jonson's words, is, by exception, sad in

subject, but is very beautiful. A very large proportion
of these will be found attractive. Nos. 19-24 are bright
little Ballets. The words of this set are fine.

The whole of this set can be sung by S.S.T., but bass

or baritone may replace the tenor in Nos. 5, 8, 21, 23
and 24 ; and altos may sing the tenor part in Nos. 2-4,

n, 14, 19, 20 and 22, which numbers are therefore

practicable for female voices. With slight obvious

adaptations, No. 6, set to Sidney's words, can be sung
by female voices ; and No. 12 is also just possible to

be similarly treated. No. I comes within the range of

female voices if the octave is substituted for the low D
in the final cadence. No. 9 lies high for all three parts
and may be transposed down.

VOL. XXIX.

East's first set of Madrigals (1604)

For three voices

1. O come again, my lovely jewel
2. *In the merry month of May
3.

*
Corydon would kiss her then

4. Young Cupid hath proclaimed
5. To bed, to bed, she calls

6. O do not run away
7. In an evening late

8. Alas, must I run away ?
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For four voices

g. O stay, fair cruel
10. My hope a counsel
11. Pity, dear love
12. Mopsie, leave off to love
13. Sweet love, I err

14. In vain, my tongue
15. When on my dear I do demand
1 6. Joy of my life

For five voices

17. *A11 ye that joy in wailing
1 8. My prime of youth
,19. The spring is past
20. *Fair is my love
'21. *Sly thief, if so you will believe

_22. *What thing more cruel ?

23. Ye restless cares

24. You mournful gods

East's Madrigals, though a little conventional, are
bright and not difficult to sing.

The eight three-part Madrigals are for S.S.T. ; but
in No. 5 baritones may replace the tenors.

Nos. 9-11, 13 and 14 are for S.S.T.B. No. 9 lies

easily for all voices, but the other four of these need a
high tenor or a counter-tenor. Nos. 12, 15 and 16 may
be sung by S.S.A.B.

All the five-part group may be sung by S.S.A.T.B.
No. 17 needs a tenor instead of alto unless counter-
tenors are available. Nos. 18-19 are for two high
tenors and no alto. Nos. 20-24 lie very easily for all
voices and are serviceable when no high tenors are
available.

VOL. XXX.
East's second set of Madrigals (1606)

For three voices
i. I do not love my Phyllis

(c) 2. See Amaryllis shamed
(c) 3. Why smilest thou ?

(b) (c) 4. *How merrily we live

5. *Follow me, sweet love
6. Round about I follow thee
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For four voices

/ 7. *In dolorous complaining
\ 8. *Since tears could not obtain

f 9. Why runs away my love ?

\ 10. Why do you seek by flight ?

1 1 . Farewell, false love
12. So much to give

v

{13.

Sound out, my voice

14. She that my plaints

For five voices

15. *Why smilest thou ?

16. Dear, why do you joy ?

{17.

*Now Cloris laughs
1 8. *Forsaken Thyrsis, sighing
19. I fall and then I rise again
20. *What doth my pretty darling ?

21. Hence, stars, too dim of light
22. O metaphysical tobacco

This is very similar in character to East's first set.

Nos. 1-3 and 6 may be sung by S.S.T., but in Nos. 2 and

3 altos may replace the tenors. No. 4 is for S.S.A. ;

this popular Madrigal may be transposed up a tone or

even a minor third with good effect. No. 5 is for S.S.B:

Nos. 7-10 are for S.S.A.T., but the lowest part is

possible for baritones instead of tenors. Nos. 11-14 a1
"

6

for S.S.T.B., but high tenors are needed for all these.

Nos. 15-21 may be sung by S.S.A.T.B. Nos. 17-18
need a high tenor. No. 21 has a single low note for the

alto, which may be taken an octave higher.

VOL. XXXI. PART i.

The Madrigals in East's third set (1610)

For five voices

6. Come life, come death

For six voices

15. Poor is the life

1 8. *Dainty white pearl
19. Say, dear, when will your frowning ?

20. *Lo, here I leave my heart
21. "Life, tell me
22. Now must I part
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No. 6 is for S.S.A.T.B. and lies well for all the voices.
No. 15 is for S.S.A.T.B.B., but the tenor part can be
sung by altos and the first bass by tenors. Nos. 18,
19 and 22 may be sung by S.S.A.A.T.B., and No. 20
and 21 are best suited to S.S.A.T.T.B., but a counter-
tenor may replace the first tenor in No. 20.

VOL. XXXI. PART 2.

The Madrigals in East's fourth set (1618)
For four voices

(c) i. *Thyrsis, sleepest thou ?

(c) 2. I did woo her

(c) 3. Why are our summer sports ?

4. Dear love, be not unkind
(c) 5. *Whenas I glance

6. Your shining eyes
7. *When I lament
8. Farewell, sweet woods

For five voices

9. To hear men sing
12. I heard three virgins
13. What heart such doubled force ?

For six voices

Quick, quick, away, despatch
_

No haste, but good
19. *Fly away, care

23. Weep not, dear love

24. *Your shining eyes
Nos. i, 2, 3 and 5 can be sung by female voices

(S.S.A.A.), Nos. 4, 7 and 8 are for S.S.A.T., and No. 6 for
o.o.A.JJ.

Nos. 9 and 12-13 are for S.S.A.T.B., but Nos. 12-13
need a high tenor.

Nos. 17-18 are for S.S.A.A.B.B., and can be sungwhen tenors are not available
; two high trebles are

required. No. 19 is an excellent Madrigal and lies easily
for the voices S.S.A.T.T.B. ; Nos. 23 and 24 are also
for S.S.A.T.T.B. The first tenor of these three numbers
may be taken by altos and the second tenor is of simple
compass.
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VOL. XXXII.
The Triumphs of Oriana (1601)

For five voices

Hence stars, too dim of light (East)
1. With angel's face (Norcome)
2. Lightly she whipped o'er the dales (Mundy)
3. Long live fair Oriana (E. Gibbons)

(a) 4. *A11 creatures now (Bennet)
5. Fair Oriana, beauty's queen (Hilton)
6. *The nymphs and shepherds danced (Marson)
7. Calm was the air (Carlton)
8. Thus Bonny-boots the birthday (Holmes)
9. Sing, shepherds all (Nicolson)

10. The fauns and satyrs (Tomkins)
11. Come, gentle swains (Cavendish)
12. With wreaths of rose and laurel (Cobbold)
13.

*
Arise, awake, awake (Morley) .

For six voices

14. *Fair nymph, I heard one telling (Farmer)
(a) 15. *The Lady Oriana (Wilbye)

1 6. Hark, did ye ever hear ? (Hunt)
(a) 17. *As Vesta was from Latmos (Weelkes)

1 8. Fair Orian in the morn (Milton)
19.

*Round about her charret (E. Gibbons)
n /With angel's face \ /T .. . .

20
-\ Bright Phoebus greets/^"^)

21. Fair Oriana seeming to wink (Jones)
22. Fair Cytherea presents her doves (Lisley)

23. *Hard by a crystal fountain (Morley)
24. Come, blessed bird (Johnson)

This is the best known of all the English Madrigal
sets. All these Madrigals are written on a rather

extended design, but they are not very complex in the

matter of rhythm and not very difficult to sing. Six or

seven of these compositions stand out conspicuously
above the others in merit.

Of the five-part Madrigals, Nos. 2-5, 7-12, and East's

unnumbered contribution may be sung by S.S.A.T.B.

No. i is for S.S.T.T.B., Nos. 6 and 13 are for S.A.A.T.B.,
but the third part in each case may be sung either by
altos or tenors. Nos. 4, 7, and 8 may be transposed
down a tone. No. 10 needs a high tenor.
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In the six-part section, Nos. 14 and 15 can be sung
when tenors are not available, No. 14 by S.S.A.A.B.B.,
and No. 15 by S.S.A.A.A.B., but this last mentioned
is better transposed down a tone for S.S.A.T.T.B.

Nos. 16 and 17 may also be transposed down a tone.

No. 18 needs one high tenor. Nos. 19 and 20 have two

high tenor parts. No. 21 has two high trebles. No. 23
is for S.S.A.T.T.B., but the first tenor has a wide range
up to A. No. 24 may be transposed up a tone and it is

for S.S.A.A.T.B., but the tenor part can be sung by
baritones.

VOL. XXXIII.

Alison's ;i6o6)An Hour's Recreation

For four voices

The man upright of life

He only can behold

heavy heart
In hope a king
Though wit bids will

But yet it seems
1 can no more but hope

8. Who loves this life

9. *My prime of youth
10. *The Spring is past

For five voices

11. Rest with yourselves
12. For lust is frail

13. Shall I abide this jesting ?

14. Can I abide this prancing ?

15. *The sturdy rock
1 6. *The stately stag
17. What if a day ?

Earth's but a point
19. *There is a garden in her face
20. Those cherries fairly do enclose
21. "Her eyes like angels
22. *Behold now praise the Lord

O Lord, bow down Thine ear
The sacred choir of angels

Alison's style differs from that of the other English
Madrigalists in that it is far more homophonic. Partly

Si
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for this reason his work is less interesting, but his choice
of words is almost uniformly good, and this feature
adds much to the value of this volume. All the ten
numbers in the four-part section of the book are written
for S.S.A.B., and the fact that no tenor is needed will

make the book very useful when tenors are not available ;

moreover, Alison's Madrigals are comparatively easy
to sing. Nos. 1-2, 9-10 and 11-12 form single com-

positions, and as many as five sections (Nos. 3-7) go
to make up the second composition in this set. All these

ten numbers are set to serious subjects. Nos. 1-2 are

by Campian and Nos. 9-10 by Chideock Tichborne.
Nos. 11-21 are for S.S.A.T.B. Nos. 13-14 are of

light character, and are fairly easy, but the second
section needs a high tenor. Nos. 15-16 lie within very
easy compass for the tenors, and Nos. 17 and 18 are

not difficult. Nos. 19-21 are a setting of Campian's
words and are attractive.

No. 22 is an anthem and quite first rate, standing
well above anything else in the set. As written, it is

for A.A.T.B.B., but may well be transposed up a third

and sung by S.S.A.T.B., and even so, the tenor will have
a simple compass.

No. 23 is a prayer for King James I., and No. 24
a thanksgiving in reference to Gunpowder Plot ; it is

for solo and chorus.

VOL. XXXIV.

Vautor's "Songs of divers airs and natures" (1619)
For Jive voices

(a) i. *Come forth, sweet nymph
2. *Sing on, sister

3. *Ah ! sweet, whose beauty
4. *Mother, I will have a husband

5. Fairest are the words
6. Cruel madam
7. Never did any more delight

"Lock up, fair lids

*And yet, O dream
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10. *O merry world
11. Sweet thief, when me of heart

(a) 12. *Sweet Suffolk owl

{13.

Thou art not fair

14. Yet love me not

15. *Mira cano : sol occubuit
1 6. Weep, weep, mine eyes

For six voices

17. Blush, my rude present
1 8. *Dainty sweet bird

19. Unkind, is this the meed ?

20. Melpomene, bewail
21. Whilst fatal sisters

22. *
Shepherds and nymphs

This is a very interesting set, containing a good
proportion of attractive Madrigals, most of which are

straightforward and not difficult to sing. Nos. 1-15
are for S.S.A.T.B. Nos. 1-3 are Ballets. No. i is high
for both trebles and tenor and is better transposed
down a tone. Nos. 3 and 4 are in easy range for all

voices. Nos. 6 and 7 might be transposed up a tone.

Nos. 8-9, set to Sidney's words, are better transposed
up a tone and the alto has one low note to sing. No. 12
lies high for both trebles and tenors and is better trans-

posed down.
Nos. 13 and 14, with words by Campian, need a high

tenor, but the part lies easily in the compass of female
voices if no high tenor is available. No. 15, set to

quaint Latin words, should be transposed down a tone.

No. 16 is an Elegy and set for duet with string accom-

paniment'.
With the exception of Nos. 20-21, which together

form an Elegy on Henry, Prince of Wales, set for duet
and chorus with string quartet accompaniment, the

six-part group are all for S.S.A.T.T.B., but all these
lie high for the tenors, and in some instances for the
trebles also; they may all be transposed down a tone
with advantage.
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VOL. XXXV. (PART i)

The Madrigals in John Mundy's
"
Psalms and Songs

"

(1594)

For three voices

10. Of all the birds
11. As I went walking
12. *Turn about and see me

For four voices

17. *My prime of youth
1 8. In deep distress

19. The longer that I live

22. *Heigh ho ! 'chill go to plough

For five voices

26. *Were I a king
27. *In midst of woods
28. *The blackbird made
29. Penelope that longed
30. Who loves a life

The numbers not included above are settings of

sacred words with the exception of Nos. 21-22, which,

although secular, are not strictly madrigalian.
Several of Mundy's Madrigals are attractive, and

this small collection should be found useful, for they are

not difficult to sing. The three-part numbers are for

S.A.T., but the tenor part does not go above F, and may
be sung by baritones.

Nos. 17 and 18 are for S.A.T.B., and lie very easily
for all the voices. No. 18 would especially suit public
schools or choirs without high tenors. Each of these

might be transposed up a tone. No. 19 is for S.S.A.T.,
and needs two high trebles, but transposed down is

suited to S.S.A.B. No. 22 is an excellent Madrigal ;

it is for S.S.A.B. and very useful where no tenors are

available.

The five-part group are for S.S.A.T.B., but in Nos.

26-29 the tenor part may be sung by baritones, and
these four are suitable when no tenor is available.

Nos 27-28 and No. 30 may be transposed down a tone
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VOL. XXXV. (PART 2)

Jones's Madrigals (1607)

For three voices

(c) i. Thine eyes so bright

(c) 2. She only is the pride

M f 3. When I behold her eyesW
\ 4. But let her look in mine

(c) 5. Love, if a god thou art

(c) 6. *O, I do love

For four voices

7. *Sing, merry birds

8. I come, sweet birds

9. Cock-a-doodle-doo
10. Shrill-sounding bird

For five voices

13. *Come, doleful owl

14. Sweet, when thou singest

For six voices

22. Your presence breeds my anguish

For seven and eight voices

25. /Are lovers full of fire ?

26. \The more I burn

This set is incomplete ; the copies of the cantus and
bassus parts in the British Museum are the only known
survivors of the original edition of printed part-books.
In Nos. 1-6 of the present edition the missing part has

been supplied by the editor. Of the remaining numbers

printed in this volume complete manuscript text has

survived as described in the editor's preface.
Nos. 1-2 are for S.S.A., but the treble parts are high.

They can be sung by female voices. Nos. 3-6 are for

S.S.T., but the tenor part can be sung by altos if some
small readjustments are made.

Nos. 7-10 are for S.A.T.B. In No. 7 one very high

phrase in the tenor can be taken an octave lower.

Nos. 8 and 9 need high tenors. No. 10 lies high for treble

and should be transposed down a tone.

No. 22 is for S.S.A.A.T.B., and the two final numbers

together are for S.S.A.A.T.T.B.B.
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VOL. XXXVI. (PART i)

The Madrigals (five voices) in Cavendish's Book of Airs

and Madrigals (1598)
For five voices

21. *In flower of April springing
22. *Zephyrus brings the time

23.
*Much it delighted

24. Come, gentle swains

25. *To former joy
26. Faustina hath the fairer face

27. *Every bush new springing
28. *Wandering in this place

Cavendish's book is one of the rarest of the series ;

only one copy is known to exist. The first twenty
numbers are airs similar in design to those of Dowland
and Campian. The last eight are genuine . Madrigals.
With the exception of No. 28 they are gay in character,
and although rather conventional they will be found

very useful and not difficult to sing. Nos. 21, 22, 24-27
are for S.S.A.T.B. In Nos. 24 and 27 the tenor r

part

may easily be sung by baritones. No. 27 is in clear-

cut rhythm like a Ballet. No. 24 is the earliest of the

Oriana Madrigals, and Cavendish rewrote it for Morley's"
Triumphs of Oriana."
No. 23 is for S.A.A.T.B., and the tenor part lies easily

in the range of a baritone. No. 28 is the best of the

group ; it is for S.A.T.T.B. as it stands, but requires
a high tenor if the third part is not sung by altos. At
the original pitch it can be sung by S.A.A.B.B., but
is better transposed up a tone for S.A.A.T.B.

VOL. XXXVI. (PART 2)

The Madrigals (five voices) in Greaves's
"
Songs of

sundry kinds
"

(1604)

England, receive the rightful king
Sweet nymphs that trip

Long have the shepherds
Lady, the melting crystal
O that a drop

21. *Come away, sweet love
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A GUIDE TO THE SERIES

Greaves, like Cavendish, finished his book of lute

songs with a group of Madrigals. All six are for

S.S.A.T.B. No. 16 is a welcome song to James I., and
Nos. 17-18 are similarly addressed to his queen as

Oriana. Nos. 19-20 together form a good conventional

Madrigal, but No. 21 is an excellent and rather original

Ballet, a little difficult to sing though lying in good range
for all the voices.

VOL. XXXVI. (PART 3)

William Holborne's Canzonets for three voices (1597)

c) i. Change then, for lo she changeth
c) 2. Since Bonny-boots was dead
c) 3. Here rest, my thoughts
c) 4. Sweet, I grant

(c) 5. Gush forth, my tears

(c) 6. Sit still and stir not

This is a group of little pieces printed in Anthony
Holborne's "The Cittharn Schoole." They have the
merit of being quite easy, but have no great artistic

value. Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 6 are for S.S.A. No. I is for

S.A.T., and No. 5 is for S.S.T., but both of these can
also be sung by female voices if the octave is substituted
for the low F.

The beautiful little four-part Madrigal of Richard
Edwards (circa 1560) is inserted at the conclusion of

this volume ; it is for S.A.T.B., and is here transposed
up a tone.



PART IV.

LIST OF IDENTIFIED POEMS SET AS
MADRIGALS (INCLUDING UNCERTAIN

ATTRIBUTIONS).

Ariosto, Ludovico.
Byrd, xiv, 24.

Barnefield, Richard.
Weelkes, ix, 2-4.

Breton, Nicholas.
East, xxix, 2-3.

Campian, Thomas.
Alison, xxxiu, i-n, 17-20.
Vautor, xxxiv, 13-14.

Churchyard, Thomas.
Byrd, xvi, i.

Constable, Henry.
Farmer, vm, i.

Daniel, Samuel.
Farmer, viii, 2.

Davies, Sir John.
Youll, XXVIII, I, 22.

Davies, John (of Hereford).
Weelkes, xin, 26.

Davison, Francis.

Jones, xxxv, Pt. 1,5,22,25-26.

Davison, Walter.
Ward, xix, 26.

Deloney, Thomas.
Byrd, xiv, 25.

Donne, John.
Gibbons, v, 15.

Drayton, Michael.
Ward, xix, 18, 22-24.

Dyer, Sir Edward.
Byrd, xiv, 11, 14.

Greene, Robert.
East, xxix, 23.

Weelkes, xii, 6.

Griffin, Benjamin.
Farmer, vm, 6, 9.

Jonson, Ben.
Youll, xxviii, 8.

Kindlemarsh, Francis.

Byrd, xvi, 9.

Raleigh, Sir Walter.
Gibbons, v, 14.

Sidney, Sir Philip.
Bateson, xxi, 3.

Byrd, xiv, 16 ; xV, 33.

Pilkington, xxv, 14.
Vautor, xxxiv, 8-9.
Ward, xix, 1-2, 7-8.
Youll, xxviii, 6.

Spenser, Edmund.
Carlton, xxvn, 8-9, 14-15.
Gibbons, v, 10-11.

Kirbye, xxiv, 22-23.

Sylvester, Joshua.
Gibbons, v, 3-6.

Tichborne, Chideock.
Alison, xxxin, 9-10.
East, xxix, 18-19.

Mundy, xxxv, Pt. ii, 17.

Vere, Earl of Oxford.
Byrd, xiv, 17.

Mundy, xxxv, Pt. ii, 26.

Walpole, Henry.
Byrd, xiv, 33.

Watson, Henry.
Byrd, xvi, 9.

Wither, George.
Pilkington, xxv, 12.
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